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SIX APPLICANTS
FOR SCHOOL HEAD
Prof. George McBroom, Prof.
Sugg and Prof. Schrieve
The Local Men
TEMPE FROM OTHER PLACES
Prof. S. H. Spragins, of Helena, Ark.,
and Prof. W. Y. Thornberry
of Aberdeen, Miss., Here.
MAY CHOOSE MAN NEXT WEEK
Prof. S H. Spragins, of Helena,
Ark., and Prof. %V. Y. Thornberry,of
Aberdeen Miss. are registered at
the Palmer house. Both are appli-
cauts for the position of superinten-
dent of the 'subtle schools and are
making their application in personas
requested by the committee on ex-
amination and course of study. As
the other out-of-town applicant,Prof.
John Carnegie, of Nobleeville, Ind.,
has been seen by the committee, ac-
tion may be taken at the meeting of
the board Tuesday night. The three
applicants, who live in the city, are
Prof. George 0. McBrocep, Prof.
C. H. Schriste and Prof. W. H. Sugg.
They comprise the six candidates
for the positon selected by the board
as possibilities.
Both the gentlemen who are here
today are highly educated. Prof.
Spragins, while in charge pf a
small school is a graduate of Yale
and took a degree at Johns Hopkins.
SCIENCE MARTYR 18 REWARDED
Lieut. Carroll, Who Let Inoculated
Mosquitoes Bite Hine Promoted.
Washington, D. C., March ,.—The
house today imaged a senate bill rais-
ing Lieut. James Carroll to the rank
of major. Lieut. Carroll Is the officer
who submitted hiefeelf to the stilt
of mosquitoes inoculated with the
germs of yellow fever while station-
ed In Cuba. and as a result has been
an invalid ever since.
PROSPEC1' GOOD.
Butte, Mont., March 1.—The
ouUook for an early settlement
of the mining troubles in Butte
is imProsing. Several conferenc-
es have been held by members of
the union and employers. Some.
of tlw committeemen predict in
a few days the whole trouble
will be adjusted. It is said the
miners will get a day.
HUSBAND HERE IN SEARCH
OF HIS RECREANT SPOUSE
T. D. Svak, a painter, of Owens-
boro, was in Paducah lest night in
pursuit of his wife, who had $300 of
his money, according to his state-
ment, and their little girl. He be-
lieves she eloped with a man, B. C.
Smeey, from Louieville. and came
to Padsicah. They were here a week.
it is stated, and left yesterday for
Memphis.
Bankruptcy.
An order directing Trustee Boyd
to /tell the property of E. Rehkopf
was made by Judge Bagby this
morning, the date of the Pale to be
the first or second Monday in April.
Trustee Boyd, of the E. Rehkopf
bankrupt estate, was awarded the
$1,078 sent here from New Orleans.
I. C. Hospital.
Patients Feb. 1. 
Admitted 
Discharged  
Patients March I
14
69
49
 44
Fire Department.
The fire department made 11 runs
In February, the losses being small,
No difficult lirtri occurred during the
month.
Burial Permits.
Thirty people ware burled at Oak.
Grove cemetery during Fehrtiary.
Nineteen were white PeoPle and eleven
colbed people.
There is only one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
that Is worth any considerstiot
and thst Is the daily detailed
statement. The Sun is the only
Patitteah paper prhottrig each a
statetnent.
GLUE BURNS.
Cincinnati, March 1.—Joslin
& Schmidt company's glue and
fertilizing plant at Saint Ber-
nard was bursted this moruing.
The Iota is $60,000.
CYCLONE.
Washington, Ark., March 1.—
This town was almost wiped out
by a cyclone last night. Two
churches and a number of other
buildings were demolished. Two
negroes were killed and many
persons Injured.
.111111
. GROOM AND MONEY.
Detroit, March 1.—Mrs, Otto
Weber, until Wednesday night,
Mrs. Kilt', of Toledo, hits asked
the police to find her husband of
a day and $1,500 of her money,
which, she mays, disappeared
with Weber morning after the
wedding.
HIT AT SUBSIDY.
Washington, March 1.—in
co ittee of the whole the
house voted to strike from the
ship subsidy bill the proposed
subsidized line from eau Fran-
cisco to Japan and Chime Also
provision for the sine from Pu-
get eound to the orient.
ANTI-MASONIC.
Reims, France, March 1.—
Despite the precautions of the
authorities, on the resumption
of yesterday's anti-Masonic riots
here, in which many persons were
injured and 150 arrests made,
it is expected the. free Masons
taken unprepared yesterday have
banded the forces and are threat-
ening vengeance on the Catholics
responsible for the trouble.
BUSS'E 18 BACK.
Chicago, March 1.—Postmare
ter Busses', who was injured in
the Pennsylvania wreck near Al-
toona, recently, arrived In Chi-
cago today and was greeted by a
large delegation of politicians.
He is still suffering from the in-
juries. Tlie poetniaster will be
nominated tomorrow as R,epub-
Bean candidate for mayor of
Chicago-
WIND. MAW MAIL.
Ft. Worth, Tex., March 1.—
Wind, rain and hail created con-
siderable havoc in Lamar county
last night. No loss of life is re-
ported. Four women were
caught under their house when
it blew off its foundation, and
could not open the door. The-
house caught fire. They finally
escaped by the chimney. A slum-
ber of other building* were biuwn
away or destroyed.
LORD'S DAY ACT.
Toronto, March I.—Lord's
day act went Into effect today.
Under its provisions people are
prohibited from transacting any
business of their ordinary call-
ing on Sunday. The sale of news-
papers, both (Ionic/air and for-
eign, Is prohibited. Street ear
traffic, except in case of interna-
tional or interprovincial lines,
now in operation, is unlawful.
FORFEITS FRANCHILSE.
San Francisco, March 1.—The
board of supervisors by unani-
mous consent last night, declar-
ed forfeited to the city and
county of Kan Francisco all
franchises In the city and county
together with all water works
and other plants of the Spring
Valley Water company, which
has a monopoly on the water
service of the city. The com-
pany estimates the value of its
franchises and works at $53,000.
000. The state eonstition pro-
vides that any water company,
which «oiled« rates in excess of
those provided by ordinance,
shall forfeit Its charter. The
action was taken under this sec-
tion.
RURAL CARRIER
IS UNDER ARREST
Charged With Embezzlement
of Government Funds
Wade Brown, Deputy United States
Marshal, Brings Prisoner From
Fulton County.
NO HEARING IS HELD TODAY.
After an all night ride and tramp
through the muddy bottoms, Wade
Brown, deputy United States marshal.
returned from Fulton county this
morning, having in custody Elbert
M. Stephenson, latesural carrier from
the Casey office, who is charged with
embezzlement of government funds.
The amount of bis alleged peculations
is not stated, although it is small.
and on account of the sickness of W.
A. Gardeer United States commis-
sioner, no hearing was given the Pris-
oner today. He Is in the McCracken
county jail for safe keeping.
The prisoner is a single man and
had borne a good reputation in his
home (aunty until he was dismissed
from the service and title charge
brought against him. Marshal 'Brown
went up on the train last night and
tben drove across the country as far
as he could The streams were high
and Marshal Brown was compelled to
do considerable wading. He sur-
prised the prisoner.
Marshal Brown kept his move-
ments secret and declined to discuss
the case today, as the hearing has
not been held.
HIS SHOES FULL OF BLOOD.
- POLICEMAN DOES DUTY
With a bullet wound in his toot
and his shoe filled with blood Patrol-
man Willtam Johnson, of the Broad-
way squad, answered a call from the
police station to arrest a disorderly
crowd at Second street and Kentucky
avestae. alat night, the watandlhilt
was due to an accident. While run-
ning from his home at Sixth and
Harrison streets last evening about
7 o'clock to catch a car at Sixth and
Madison streets, In response to a
telephone call, his revolver dropped
to the sidewalk and was discharged,
the .38 calibre ball penetrating his
right shoe where the sole joins the
upper, and plowing along through
the sole of his foot to the other side.
No bone waa injured and the injur>-
Is not '80T10t1s.
TWO CHANGES TAKE PLACE
IN ENGINEER'S OFFICE
Chartles in City Engineer Wash-
ington's office will be necessitated by
the resignation of two of his assist-
ants: Mr. Stanley Miller, wbo has
accepted a position with a firm in
San Francisco; and Mr. Rumsey
Bradshaw, who leaves to become
traveling salesman for a shoe firm.
Mr. Bradshaw severs his connection
with the deparment Monday.
Mr. Miller, who s has been
supervising sewer diarist, No.
2, resigned effective March 15.
Mr. Washington will go to West-
moreland. Va., tomorrow to visit his
father. The office will be In charge
of Mr. R. B. Richardson during his
absence.
Revenue Collections.
Mr. L. IL, Bebout, the attains dep-
uty, collected $110.501.19 during Feb-
ruary from parties en tobacco and
whisky. There were .547 wholesale
liquor stamps issued.
Marriage Licenses.
During February marriage Bret:nett
were secured by forty-three white
couples and Ave colored couples.
Get Together Banquet
For Commercial Club
The Commercial club will give a
dinner and smoker at the Palmer
Tuesday night, March 5. at 7 o'clock,
the first of a series of "get-together"
meetings for the butilnees and pro-
ter -tonal men.
,1 lioulsville, Chicago and many
rifles, the commercial organisations
have had great success with similar
gatherings. and have found .that in
this way the business Sten of the eitz
can be gotten togi.ther to discuss
things, concerning the city in gen-
eal, and its advancement in partic-
ular, better than in any other gay.
The dinner will be served at 7
o'clock, and the businette men will go
direct from their places of business
to the clinntir. It will be informal,
and as many business men as can be
interested will be Invited, the list not
being festrleted to the club member-
ship. The mayor and all the members
of the city government will be invited,
end informal tatks will be given by
different. speakers, who will be an-
nounced later
The entertainment committee of
the Commercial oluAt has in the din-
ner In charge.
Let the 61A:fed youths be •xan-uned
••••••.--
.•••••
,
seas.
before they *tart
13100,140
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out to see the world.
SALOON ROBBED
DURING NIGHT
Detectives Are Investigating
Case and :Two Suspected of
Some Knowledge are Being
"Sweated"
4, -4.440..—
STEAL VARIETY OF THINGS
Between 9 o'clock last night and "6
o'clock this morning,Thomas Thomp-
son's saloon, 118 Kentucky avenue,
was burglarized, the thieves secur-
ing an entrance through the rear
door. Two dollars and forty-five
cents in money, a Smith and Wesson
revolver pear handle, valued at $12;
two pints of whiskey, three decks of
cards, and all thecigars out of two
boxes were taken. Entrance was ef-
fected through the rear door to the
pool room adjoining the saloon and
a hole was cut through a panel in
the door leading into the saloon.
Reaching in through therttote, the
door was unlocked and the items
mentioned were missing this morn-
ing.
Thompson's saloon Is owned and
frequented by negroes. principally
roustabouts who lounge around the
rear room playing cards and drink-
ing. No clew to the burglary has
been found., but two negroes are
known to have pass keys to the rear
door where the entrance was effect-
ed. Detectives Moore and Baker saw
one of these negroes this ntorning
and will see the other before night.
One of them was accustomed tO
build the fire and sweep out in the
mornings, but did not show up this
morning.
PADUCAH HAS FRIEND
ON THE STATE BOARD.
Mr. C. N. McGrew, of Bayou, Liv-
ingston county, was elected as a
member of the state hoard of agricol-
hire, forestry end immigrations at the
State Farmers' institute, held at
Shelbyville. There was a vacancy in
the board for the First and Third ap-
pellate district, and Mr. H. L. Bald-
win, of Webster county, J. B. Walker,
of Christian county, and MT. G. N.
McGrew. of Livingston county, were
candidates. The election was won by
Mr. McGrew after the reading of a
strong appeal fro mthe Paducah Com-
mercial (lath for this positiOn,
SEVENTY-FIVE YAltDS;
BUT SfloT WAS FATAL.
A crack Pistol OW et a mad dog
75 yards away was made this morn-
ing by I. H. Brake, a railroad man, on
Burnett street. The dog had lieen
hanging around .T. I,. Jones' grocery
on Burnett street and Matortnan J.
F. sch7elyi tried to corner Mtn. The
dog ran up the street and Brake took
ia chance shot at him, killt.ig hint Is-
Stautly at 75 yards.
NEED MORE MONEY 'THAW IS INSANE,
FOR RIVERSIDE SO MANY BELIEVE
Board Will Appear Before Fi-
nance Committee Today and
Ask For Three Thousand
Additional
GROCERY BIDS ARE INVITED.
At least ;Steele is fleeciest for the
meintenuttee of Riverside
in the opinion of the physicians in
charge, and an appeal will be made
to the finance committee of the gen-
eral council today to furnish the
funds in addition to the amount ap-
portioned last month. The apportion-
ment is $.5,000, and the physicians
of the city seem to have gotten the
understanding that this was in addi-
tion to the earnings of the institu-
tion. These earnings go into the es-
timated revenue and is quite apart
from the sum set aside for the sup-
srort of the Institution. A deficit of
$3;000 in the fluid 13 the probable
outcome.
It is the pay department that cre-
ates the extra expense of the hospi-
tal. The 11.5,0.00 easily will cover the
expense of maintaining the charity
ward; but additional money is need-
ed for the pay patients. 1Ashile it is
true' thatthis department also brings
In about $5,500 annually, and thus
by offset cuts down the expense of the
hospital, it does not show on the taco
of the: report, because the revenue
from' the hospital and the apportion-
ment for its maintenance are kept in
separate funds and departments.
The board ordered the secretary,
Dr, Frank Boyd, to. invile bids for
furnishing groceries to the institu-
tion for six months.
I. C. GIVES COAL
TO, CHARITY CLUB
Mrs. George C. Wallace, president,
of the Charity club, has been in-
formed by. J. T. Donovan, agent of
the Illinois Central railroad, that
his company will place one car load
of coal at the disposal of the club.
The gift will amount to 900 or a
thousand bushels of coal and comes
particularly welcome to the club
which has been compelled to buy 700
bushels this winter. The coal will be
placed In one of the coal yards In the
city and distributed by Secretary To-
ner as net.161.
City Finances.
The report of City Audkor Kirk-
land and City Treittrurer Dorian for
Fetkruary it as' foliolts:
Cash February 1 $45,924.86
Collected  12s066.9•7
Mate reel . . ..... .. 13,7411.76
Balance March 1 $43,1174.47
His Statemeat Attacking Dis-
trict Attorney Regarded as
Indication of Unsound Mind
by Watchers
JEROME TS WORKING FOR TIIB,J
New York, March 1.—The Impres-
sion Is .steadlly growing among court
officials and others, who have close-
ly foilowed*the Thaw trial that Har-
ry Thaw Is now insane. The state-
ment which he gave out last night,
attacking the district attorney has
strengthened this impression. Je-
rome's sole object now appears to be
to convince the jury that the defend-
ant is mentally unsound. When court
was called today Dr. Evans, the in-
sanity expert, took the stand. His
technical cross-exanenation, which
was resumed, probably will occupy
the entire day.
Harry K. Thaw enlivened an ex-
tremely- dull session of his trial yes-
terday by giving out to newspaper-
men a brief statement in which he
accused District Attorney Jerome of
having made unprofessional remarks
n court, asserted that,his wife's tes-
timony was the absolute truth.
Harry Thaw was insane when he
wrote the Longfellow letters In 1903,
and when he married Evelyn Nesbit.
April 4 1905, and the night he kill-
ed Stanford White, June 25, 1906,
according to the testimony of. alien-
lit Evans today. With these facts as
. basis the district attorney has
sought to have the expert admit
Thaw's insanity Is chronic, and .still
exists. Evans side-steelSgd issue.
Police Department.
The police department made 120
arrests during the month, which is
fifty less than in January. The ar-
rests were made for the following of-
(eases: Breach of peace, 3$6; holm-
breaking, 5; jumping on train, 1;
drunk an ddleorderly. 12; cruelty to
animals, 1; vagrancy, 1; suspect, 1;
strunkennees, 19; Obtaining money
by false prestenses. 1; disorderly con-
duct, 9; breach of ordinance, 4;
petty larceny, 2; malicious mischief.
1; grand larceny. 11; carrying con-
cealed a deadly weapon, 5; fugitive,
1; using insulting language, 1; de-
needing boarding house, 1; non-sup-
port, 1; malicious cutting, 1; rape.
1; Insane, 1; fast driving, 1; total.
120.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, March 1.—Wheat,
79; corn, 10; oats, 40.
Riverside Hospital.
Patients on hand February 1. 13.
Athniti.od. 42
Discharged, 27.
Patients 'March 1 IS.
Deaths amonig-oety patients, S.
IUD BOARD HOLDS
SEVERAL YEARS
How Police Commissioners are
Entrenched Behind
Charter
THREATS OP c744707‘G OUT.
Despite This Fact That Department Is
Figuring in Contest for May-
Orally Nomination. 
st
NEW CANDIDATES PAY FEES
Strife among Democratic, candi-
dates for the mayoralty nomination,
principally apparent in the conversa-
tion of their friends, indicates that
a cleaning out at the city will be
undertaken, it one of several of the
aspirants le eitecteisful. But difficul-
ty will be found in carrying out that
purpose, because some of the execu-
tive departments will retain their
present pareennel for almost the en-
tir9 term alit Mayor Yeiser's succes-
sor. The board of public works will
go out next February, put the Po:iee
and fire commissioners are appointed
for four years. Chairman Bonds has
three years to serve, after this one,
and the Lana of bone of them WM
expire 'before next year. If Mann.
Clark is nominated forvity jailer that
will create a vacancy, but Mayor Tel-
ser may have the appointment to
make.
In spite of this fact, however, it Is
understood that Chief of Police Cot-
lins is supporting Col. Charles -Reed
in the race, ynd the strength of that
department will be with him.
John G. Miller, Jr., paid his en-
trance fee to Chairman Berry this
morning and his name will head the
list in the race for city attorney.
Captain William Kraus, candidate
in the Democratic primary for city
treasurer, will finish his race tomor-,
ewe, notwordiste ne etre 
attire he has used. On the cards
showing the picture of Captain Knans
he says he is running subject to the
action of the party in the primary
March 2. It is a typographical error
making the primary east two months
ahead of the datesfitay 2.
Attorney FratakeLauries paid in his
entrance fee in aatoeity attorney's
race this morning.
"CHAIN PRAYER" SYSTEM.
Postoffice Authorities Are Going to
Take a Haml.
The postoflice authorities believe
they have hit on a plan to stop the
system of "chain prayers" which has
been in operation through the malls
for about four years. The plan of the
"chain" has been. for a person to
send a prayer to some person with
the request that he send a like letter
to nine other persons under penalty
of having some misfortune befall
him andthus the system has spree.l.
The inspectors are now following the
plan of reprimanding those who re-
ceive and send these letters, when
they can be discovered. The postal
authorities and the police have been
appealed to break up the system. The
chain-workers cannot be prosecuted
for using the mails, but it is believed
the present plan of reprimand will
result in breaking the chain.—Vin-
cennes Capital.
NEW FRONT TR PROPOSED
FOR AMERICAN-GERMAN.
'Plana are being drawn for remodel-
ling the front of the Amerivan-Ger-
man National bank up to the second
story. The elevator will be re-
moved and winding stairways built.
It will be one of the handsomest
fronts in the city and entirely differ-
ent from the present appearance.
Shot in Hand.
Charles Morgan, 1.6 years old, a
clerk In Cooney's drug store, Fifth
and Jackson streets, shot him reit Its
the left hand with a revolver, which
he was fixing this rorning.
Sights and Rivers dreseed his injury.
WEATHER—Rain this .after-
noon and probably tonight with
--tildtv-Worr71201PIIPIC .bittitrtlaY
generally fair arid eolder. High.
eat tempertstare 
TementeT 
Oft;
If'w S'est today, 114.
Cl*Kenturky
BOTH PikoNleti 548.
Matinee and Night
SATURDAY, nard
THE BIG
Melo-Beatnik Feast.
A New and Modern Stage Story
2 Cairo 
James Boys in Missouri
A romantic Love Tale
Also, Embodying Sensation Features
and Situations of intense Interest
A NEW PLAY
Exploiting the Most Thrilling Hap-
penhigs Indulged in by these Famous
Brothers.
THE GREAT "BLUE CUT" TRAIN
ROBBERY.
As It Actually Ot•eured Sept. 7, 1881.
The ,most natural train effect ever
produced.
A Marvel in Scenic Splendor and
Massiveness-EVery Act Superbly
Mounted.
A CAST OF STERLING W• ORTH
Pathos and Comedy Cleverly Com-
bined.
Prices, matinee, children 10e,
adults pc. •
Night prices-25c, 35c and 50e.
ONE WEEK
COMMENCING
MONDAY MARCH 4
(Except Thurstia,y)
"The Pearl of the South"
iRATIRAIJDd
And her own select com-
pany of players.
Owing Play Monday Night
In the Shadow
of the Czar
New specialties between acts.
Change of play each night.
Popular Prices
1 0 c= 2030 c
Ladies free Monday night
under usual conditions.
BARGAIN MATINEES
Wednesday and Saturday
.Seats on sale at Box 'Office.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce  Sc bunch.
Persian's  Sc quart.
Turnips Pee gal.
Sweet potatoes ..•......esene • 6.0c bu•
Irish potatoes  75c bu.
Sassafras  Sc bunch.
Young onions  2 bunches Sc.
Greens  10c bunch.
Beets  2 bunches 16c
Radishes •etis  2 bunches 16c.
Celery  75c doz.
Strawberries 
Grape fruit
Bananas  
Oranges 
Apples
Chickens
Turkeys 
Rabbits  10c each.
Eggs  25c doz.
Butter  25c lb.
Ham •  17c lb.
Sausage  liJc lb.
Lard  120 lb.
20c box.
 3 for 26c.
10c doz.
20r doz.
 25c peck.
35c to 75e.
, 10c db.
-
Among the younger constituents
- of one family in Ford, Ky., are Able the mouth wit', continue rising duringChuntp,leittle Chump,Cliumpy Chump the next several days,and Skittlea Chumji. The Missiesippi from below St
River stages.
29.1
Chattanooga-Missing.
Cincinnati  22.3
Evansville ...... ..20.5
Florence,  7.7
abhnsonville 
Louisville--MissIng 
%Mt. Cermet-
Nashville-Missing.
Pittsbarg 
Davis Island Dam-Missing,
St. Louis  15.3 0.1
Mt. Vernon  19.0 1.6
Paducah 21.3 1.2
0.7 rise
rise
rise
rtse
ri
5.6 41.1 fall
0.2 rise
falt
rise
rise
Having eome in like a lion, March
ought ,to go out like a lamb, to fat-
1111 the old saying. The river 80
usual got the full benefit of the wind,
and the river was so rough that the
small craft had to stick close to the
shore.' The river ris responding to
the rains, having risen 1.2 in the last
24 hours and bringing the river up
to 21.3. Rainfall until 7 o'clock this
morning, .86 inches. March 1 last
year the stage was 13.7. Business at
the wharf was fair with only two ar-
rivals.
When the bargee taken on here are
added to the 'Harvester's tow, that
Itowboat will have 42 pieces for pitta-burg. It Is a big tow for any boat
and especially large for the Harvest-
er. The Harvester arrived last night
At 111 o'clock from Cairo and tied sils
just below here, leaving Saturday at
noon for Pittsburg,
The Charles Turner left this morn-
ing for the Tennessee river atter
tow of ties.
The Scotia is away up about Flor-
ence after ties on a twenty-five day
trip.
The Peters Lee did not leave Mem-
phis for Cincinnati until yesterday
evening and will arrive here Satur-
day afternoon.
After several weeks of bard work
the Monie Sauer has suceeded in
raising three sunken barges at JoPPa.
The Monte Sauer came up from Joppa
lest night at S o'clock.
With the wind behind and theme--
rent swift, the Dick Fowler went to
Cairo this morning in a big hurry, If
the wind keeps u•p It will be hard
putiing back tonight.
The John Hopkins arrived late to-
day from Evanscille and got away on
the return trip after attending to
business.
The T. H. Davis came up from
JoeLidia Last night after some barges of
ti
With the advent of Match weather
no calculation at the ways as to the
exact date the boats now on will get
off, 4 be made. A few houra brings
a thing in the weather that lays off
half the men. It Is probable that the
Jim Duffy will get off early next
week.
At the dry docks, the weather plays
equally as interfering a part and the
g barge repairing there goes ahead
subjett to King Elements.
The Kentucky came In this morn-
ing from the Tennessee river with a
good trip and will leave Saturday eve-
ning for the same river,
The Georgia Lee will Pass do"from Cincinnati for Memphis Satur-
day afternoon or early Sunday,
The Saltine from Si,Louis will, be
due Saturday or Shinday bound up
the Tennessee river.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon will continue rising during
the next three days. At Paducah
and Cairo will continue rising during
the next several days. The rate of
rise will decrease at Cairo during the
next 12 hours, unless unexpected
rainfalls prove to be heavy and then
very likely increase again.
The Tennessee from Florence to
f 
1 Purity is in the air
up our way---noth-
ing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.
Early Times
Jack Beam
Bottled in bond,. Oldest
bottling is eight years.
A REILLIABI.1.1 MEDICINE.
WU: IPOT I.ocal Druggist, W. H.
',on, I teconirocuds 'Vino!.
. Se Malty patent medicines and ad-
rilitt)Oled cures are now offered to the
public that our readers will be glad
to know the opinion of a man who
has spent years la handling them,
and profit by his adiAte.
Said Mr. McPherson: "There is no
oust tatedicine that will cure every-
91011*, be t tittle I do Moot, that if the
peoiee of Padatialrealy realized th
wonderful curative and strength
creating power of Vince I would not
have clerks enough in my store to
put up the orders for it.
"You see, Vino.' is not a patent
Medicine, and it.. actually does con-
tain every one of the fifty odd medi-
cinal curatives actually taken front
fresh cods' livers, with the useless
oil eliminated sad tonic iron added.
It contains no poisonous drugs, and
yon know just what you are taking.
."Therefore, in the strongest man-
ner we indorse and recommend Vinol
to increase the appetite, cure stom
ach troubles give strength to th
run down, tired and debilitated, in
vigorate and Wald up old people,
Milne rich, red Moon, cure chronic
eoughs, colds and bronchitis. If i
fails we return your money." W. B.
McPherson, Druggist.
NOTE-While we are sole agents
for Vince in Pachwah, it is now for
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town end city in the
country. Look for the Vino' agency
in your town.
Louis to slightly 'above Cairo, not
mach change during the next 24
hours.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, no ma-
terial change during the next 24
hours.
N., C. & St. L. New 6ty Ticket Office
430 Broadway.
Through tickets on sale to Nash
vine. Chatanooga, Atlanta ate
points in the southeast; to Jecksoa
Memphis and points southwest. In-
tetchangeable 1,000-mile tickets tot
$25.00. D. J. Mullaney, city passen-
ger agent.
General Miles' Thoroughness.
Some years ago General Miles start
ed to drive from Red Lodge, Mona
tana, tq Cody, Ai/paining, to see his
friend 'The road wail
rough, and the eecklese driving of th4
Jean holding atile lines made it seem
rougher but 'the Indian-fighter com-
pressed his lips and clung to the seat
without complaint. When near Cody,
the general suddenly pitodded Uri
driver in the back with his waikint
stick and said curtly; "Driver, tura
around."
"What?" exclaimed the astonished
driver.
"Do as I tell yop," commanded
Miles. So the man turned the horses
about and started back to Red Lodge.
"Now turn here," ordered Milea,
after they hatiaeleiven *4er/ ..ypen1s.
Convinced that4M% distignarished pas-
senger had suddenly lost his Mind;
the driver turned about once more
and started for Cody.
"There!" exclaimed Miles, in a
tone of satisfaction, as the side
wheels struck a stone and he bound-
ed into the air. "You hit it! Now,
driver, you can go back to Red
Lodge and tell them that you drove
seventy-five miles and never missed
a rock. You've hit them, everyone."
-March Lippincott's.
PILES CURED IN 6TO 14 DAYS-PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed tocure any ease of Itcning, Blind,Bleeding or Protruding Piles In 6 to14 days or money refunded. 50c.
It's Worth Remembering.
That gossips never secure "perma-
nent jobs."
That love may be ever so great,
but must also be Wise, to grow.
That a fool Is never so foolish but
that he may teach another fool some-
thing.
That to be poor without losing
self-respect or a sense of enjoymen..
is a fine art.
That capability marks some men,
and importance other's hut that in-
dtepenalbtlity attaches to tome.
That fri niehip which is genuine
may invariably be recognized in that
It Is neither Jealous nor selfish.
That indolence among the rich is
more to be condemned than ignor-
ance among the poor. The rich know
better.
That intellectual worth is most
clearly shown In the complete and
ecru-rate knowledge of one's own
abilitlee.
That mediocrity, provided it be
persevering, accomplishes more than
fitful talent. Hares and tortoises still
[
ran ref-ex.-Success.
Muggins---Your wife looks stun-
ning in that decollette gown, and yet
she teems wcirried-looks as though
ahe had something on ter mind.
ilugginit-- Possibly. I know she
hasn't Much on her back.- Phila-
delphia Record.
• Yon can't impact a mitre hien 'to
rtset when even the sun has alxgg
t
•
J NI KS HOTS I N allS4OURI.
„
Saturday Matinee and Night.
Every act of the sansationai melo-
drama. "The James Bois in Mis-
sour i". which is to appear'Saturdpe,
*'staged with remarkable effect. The
Play embraces a series of sensational
*eldest& glove 'tor!, and •a marvel-
Setts strigeipititure of the ''Bilre Cnt"
train robbery. Aseltrain appears on the
stage in full view of the audience.
Every portion of-the scenery neces-
sary for this eleborate production,
also a large eitily-ipitfiy is carried.
A Clever Actress.
: "The Gertrude Ewing company pre-!
1116nr1ed Outcle's 'Coder Two Flags' last
*Iglu at the Grand to a large and ap-
greciative audience. While the issue
of -Cagarette' has dbeen portrayed vs
"tome el etrr leading actresses, it did
riot suffer by comparison In the hands
a( Miss Ewing, who with her grace,
beauty and dramatic force filled the
tseat, of Ouida's heroine to the entire
satisfaction of all. Mies Ewing is
adding many friends this week to
t'hose of her form,er vitiate here. She
Is not only a clever actress but a
good business woman as welt, having
managed her own attractions for a
dumber of years."-Fort Smith
(Ark.) Times,
The Gertrude Ewing company will
be the attraction at The, Kentucky
theater for one week commencing
Monday, March 4. Ladles will be ad-
ulated free Monday night under the
usual conditions.
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Road bevy in Livingston.
Smit h land. • Ky., March 1.-A step
has bese,,taken •to make our roads
better. Twenty seats on the hundred
dollars, or +0 per cent of the entire
levy hes been toot apart by the fiscal
court for use in grading the roads of
the county. This will produce about
$6,eitat) that is to be spent on the
roads this year. Three graders are
to be in operation, ope on the south
nide of Cumberland river and two on
the north side-Salem and Lola mak-
ing one road district and (.,rrsville
and Dyer Hill another.
Eloped to Fakes.
Mayfield, Ky., March 1.-Me. Ed
. Brady and Miss Edna Cobb's
riende were surprised to learn that
hey had eloped to Fulton, where
bee were me rried. Thdi procured: a
orse and buggy and &tore to Pry-
rstairg, where they 'banded the lo-
eel end sent to Fulton. The wed-
leg is quite a surprise to the family
of both, as the bride Is dilly 17 years
old, and was attending West Ken-
tucky college. Ste tine daughter'
of Mr. B. Cobb. of this city, and
ls a pretty young eiri of the brunette
type. 'Mr. Brady is twentyetwo years
old, and is a carpenter. He is a
brother of Dr. T. E. Brady, the optic-
ian of this city. The colpie will re-
side in Mayfield
4.11..0.•••=••••
Old Officer% Elected.
Ky, , March 1.-The
Last day of the State Farmers' Insti-
Late raw n sustained interest in the
program and even larger attendance
than on previous 4ye. Tobacco in-
terests are foremost. to8sy. the Burley
.Growers' association meeting in con-
nection with the institute this after-
noon, President Clarence Lehus, of
Cynthiana, will preside at the meet-
ing of the association. The present
officers were re-elected unanimously
for abother year, and are: Piesident.
B. M. From an, (Meat; ATtt vie* pres-
ident, M. 0. Hughes, .Dowling Green;
second v,ce president, It. K. Hart,
Fleiningsburg; secretary, Clarence
Sale, Louisville: treasurer, C. H. Han-
na,
TO CURE A COIIGH.
A noted authority on lung
trouble advises that as soon as
cold is contracted, the following
simple treatment should be
given. The ingredlepts can be
purchased from any preacrip
lion druggist at small cost andeasily prepared In prier own
home It Is said to be PO offer-
tivethat it will break up a cold
In twenty-four hours and cure
any cough that is curable,
Take a half ounce Virgin Oil
of Pine (Pure), two ounces ofGlycerine, and eight ounces of
good Whisky. Shake well and
take In teaspoonful doses every
foie- hours.
Re sure that the Virgin Oil of
Pine (Pttrel is in the original
half ounce vials, which are pat
up expreittily for druggists to
dispense Each vial is securely
sealed In a round wooden Case,
with engraved orrapper, with the
name Virgin Olt of Pine(Pure)
Guaranteed under the Food and
Drugs Act of June 30, 1906,
serial number 451. Prepared
only by Leach Chenileal On.,
Cincinnati, Ohie--apliiinly print-
ed thereon. OulyAhe edulterats
esti - out arh hulk: thew"-create nausea and never effect
the &tilted evonitits
BlackandWhite
CIGAR-5c.
Its blend is smooth, mild and mellow. The
filler is high-grade imported Havana Leaf, and thewrapper is the very best Sumatra. You will find
BLACK AND WHITE a quality you have always had
to pay at least 3-for-25c. for everywhere.
Two More of the 50 "National" Brands
a LORD CARVER-the finest Seed-and- STERUNG CASTLE---rsade entirelyHavana cigar ever produced. Unexcelled for leaf of high-grade selected Cebaregrown leaf. A genuinequality and workmanship 3 for 25c, and up 10c. clear-Havana cigar for . • 6c.. straightThese cigars are good examples of the better quality-for-price now sold by 2,000 Drug StoresThe best cigars ars now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores having the Netional CdgarStmada Emblem in the window.
W. B. MePHERSON, 335'Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Sts.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETT1TS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
Chased Man 'Through Water.
'Mayfield, Ky.. March 1.-Deptit7
Sheriff R. B. Wallace, of Wingo, says
the will chase a man on the ground,
but when it comes to jumping Into
creeks he draws the line, -although he
succeeded In serving the necessary
legal papers on a young man Tuesday
after the ,latter had waded a stream
of water. Officer Wallace had a sub-
poenae for Foster Willingham, of
near Cuba, and, after a lively chase of
some distance with the officer right
en the heels of the fleeing man, the
latter leaped into Obion creek al-
Mest to his neck. After reaching the
opposite shore Officer Wallace read
The papers -to him while he stood
across the stream. Willingham was
soaking wet and chilled by the cold
waters and lost no Odle ;n making a
change of clothing *tile Mr. Wallace
was reconciled with his part of the
law
Primary May 4.
Mayfield, ,Ky., March 1.-Pnrsu-
ant to a call by Chairman H. A. Coul-
ter, of the Democratic elmamittee, a
majority of the committee met at
-the county court room at the court
house. The meeting was called to
order by H. A. Coulter, chairman
with W. H. Wiman, acting secretary
Saturday, May 4, was the day agreed
upon to hold the primary election toi
nominate a candidate for the legis-
inture. One hundred and seventy-
five dollars was decided upon aS the
amount necessary to pay the expens-
es and It was decided that the officers
Of election and Owners of houses for
election be paid $1 for holding said
election The election is to be held
under the law.
Store House Robbed at Cuba.
Mayfield, Ky.. Mareh 1.--The large
store house of Will P. Stroup burned
at Cuba at an early hour Thursday
morning. The origin of the fire is
unknown as when first discovered
about 12 o'clock the interior of the
building was in a mass of flames.
The stock and house was valved at
several thousand dollars, but the ex-
act amount could not be ascertained
as Hr. Strong Is In Loelsville buying
goods for his store. There is known
to be insurance to the amount Of $4.-
500, -but as to there being any more
It IS not yet known. The building
was 'a one-glory frame structure
about 46 line 80 feet. M•r. J. S
Stroup, father of the owner of the
store, was In Mayfield Thursday and
said that he was thoroughly satisfied
that the fire was of incendiary origin,
not from enemies of his son, for he
thinks-he had none, but that the
house was first robbed and the torch
applied. The door to the store,
which Mr. Stroup says be securely
fastened before leaving, was found
to be oPan. Pieliny showing that the
house had been entered. Mr. Stroup
left the store • house early in the
evening and left practically no fire
In the house. It was safely covered
ti.p. The haute and stock of goods is
valued at over $5,000
-If you maw have a servant to-
day._ answee *ems --tbe-OsT:
tomorrow will da, advertbee for one
•
Subscribe for The Sun..
teeseeeemooyelsoomeeseeee
NEW BASEBALL, RULES.
New York, March 1.-The new
bateball rules were adopted as they
came from the committee by the Na-
tienal League. After making some
minor changes the committee report-
ed that rule 14 should read, that,
only the pitcher be allowed to take
the -gloss 'off a new ball. - Noother
player may do so under a penalty of
25 fine for each offense. • •Rule 51 Section 10 pertaining to
the tna Ile ate' pas- bateewue lempaitta
to mat 'Mr the -batsman shall be de-
clared out If he steps from one bats-
man's box to the other after the
pitcher Las taken his position in the
pitcher's box. Other changes are:
If a catcher interferes with a bats-
man while striking at a pitched ball,
the batsman becomes a baserunner.
If there are two baserunners and
one passes another in an endeavor to
make a run while the first baserun-
runer who passes is to be declared
out,
Hereaft - the umpires shall an-
nounce the plays that. they are to
rule on as agreed between them be-
fare' the conimencement of the game,.
A Humane Appeal.
A humane citizen ci Richmond
Did., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West
Main St., says: "I appeal to all pes
sons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only ramie.
dy that has helped me and fully
comes up to the proprtetorat recom-
menlation." It saves more lives that
1 otiter throat and lung reiPedies
put tegetluit'i. %el 2;.c
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, croup, whooping conga,
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisic,
stops hemorrhages of the lungs ane
builds them up. Guaranteed at all
druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial
bottle free.
•
-If your odice roliivientoO' high,
advertise "desk-room to rent"-eindner is being "tagged," the base- reduce ft.
The Best Carriage
Serrice in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed ea rr !ages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-
tention at all times.
VIARRY ANDERSON, PRONE 915
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
CllaUllWr'S Stable.
We are ready for all hinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
CSolomon,he Gailor
113 South Third Street,
Announces tne arriettleV.filicklipring Vresier
paffei.ns. - 1)tap-in -to segTheth and see the very attractiveprices anti patterns we offer you.
"
A
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SPRING
Styles in Clothing, Hats,
Shoes in All the Newest
Kinks at GULLETT'S
Note) Ready
We Are Showing all the
new shapes in pearl, black and
brown HATS and you'll find
our stock well assorted.
Our Shoe Department
Which comprises the exclusive agency
of Crossett's Fine Easy Shoes, is now
complete and we are showing many
new style Oxford Ties and Shoes.
We have a number of those $5 00, $4.00
and $3.50 shoes which we are still
selling .... . $2.98
These are unexcelled values.
U. G. 61ILETT & CO.
I neerp.vratev1.1
312 Broadway.
We Save You Money on Every Purchase.
UNFORTUNATE WOMAN'S STORY
Oulpeper, Va., March 1.—In an at-
tempt to save the lives of her. broth-
ers', who are on trial for the murder
of her huStienti, Mrs. William Bywa-
ters told,,in,egert the story of her
downfall. 14-1 and so weak that she
was whee:ed up to the witness stand
in an invalid chair, the young widow
related a story dramatic in its pathos.
She told of her betrayal at the hands
Pure
Drugs
„.1
If you need Drugs, anything
In the Tollettihre, a prescription
filled promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine Line, tele-
phone S. H. ,Winstead, the Drug-
gist, either bhone 756, Sevea.
and Broadway. Here are a
things which he does well:
He tries to merit your trade.
lie bandies only the best
goods.
Ile gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.
He makes a specialty of his
Prescription Department.
He employs none but licensed
prescription clerk.
He treats you as he would
have you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer.
He appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when you
need anything In the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-
phone 756 and Pee what prompt
and satisfactory service you will
gotta,
S. H. WINSTEAD
PROPIUKTInt
WINSTEAD'S DItt(1 STORE.
TIMM MOVER 756.
Broudway &mail Weft
of Bywaters, of her awful suffering,
her marriage on December 15 last,
and the aseaseination of the man by
Jame,- and Phi,lip Strother a few min-
utes after he had been made her hus-
band.
Mrs. Bywaters testified that saw
was 213 years old and that she had
known Bywaters since she was a lit-
t:e child. At that time, she said, he
treated her as a brother would. He
became more affectionate after her
father's death in 19.04.
The witness said her improper re-
attains with Bywaters began about
four months before her mother's
death in 1904.
Yields to Pleas of Love.
When asked how It was that she
happened to yield to him, she replied:
"I loved him and he said he loved
me. He told me he would then have
a greater love for me, and I believed
In him, loved him and had confidence
in him and felt that he wood marry
Tee as he had promised to do."
When she realized her cotatitien
She spoke to Bywaters and he raid
that she was mistaken. Later By-
waters suggested a criminal opera-
tion. She said she-had no idea what
such an operation meant and she did
not know anything else to do. Final-
ly she consented and early in October
she went to Washington. The peat
day she went to a Dr. Leon's &Bee and
was operated on.
The operatiou, she testified, was
not tlfrt,88t11.1 and two weeks later
...they returned to Washington end
went to see another physieian. a Dr,
We:4/as. This one mkt he could not
do anything for her and advised By-
water% and herself to get married.
MTS. laywaterit testified that By-
eaters Insisted on a third visit to
Washington an (Mlle finally consented
to go. This time a doctor performed
an operation with instruments.
Left Alone in Suffering.
The witness said that although ehe
-was flittering from etcruclating pain
she had tp walk from the hotel to the
street ear, no carriage being provided,
After the lest operation Bewaters
took her to a restaurant on Pennsyl:
ranla avenue, stout fifteen mlnut,i,
wiCk teem the doctor', °Mee. She
had nothing to eat there, but Bywa-
inn left ,her there about an hour and
WiThir'Ingttfr "ift 'weer '14101t -griee
somentafl
During Briveterre absence, the it-g-
nome testified to having Suffered $n
tensely. Questioned, as to bow ehe
and GYwetre Inge felffillifed at the
1
101 06el she :WSW: "Au man ead Wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyson."
Mrs. Bywaters said that Bywaters
left her that Friday night, going to
Ceeeburg, Va., to see about, some dogs
and did not return writ: 11 o'clock
the following uight. .While he was
-away on this trip Ars. Bywatere,eaid
that there was no one to do so much
for her as to give her a drink of wa-
ter and gave as a reiuson.for this that
she was a stranger.
Mrs. ByWatees testified to going
pack home where she met one of h_r
brotberF, but did not tell him any-
thing. He later epoke to her ataiut
the matter, tea late denied it. Bywa-
ters also denied their relations,, but
finally they were obliged to confess.
Pleads for Life of Betrayer..
The -witness testified that a meet-
:nig was held between Bywaters, her
brothers and herself, and she became
afraid they were going to kill Bywa-
ters and that etie pleaded for his
life. During 'that conversation her
brother French said that he did net
know that he wanted them Aic- get
married. The witness said that she
again taeaded with her brothers, and
it was her pleading that saved By-
waters' life.
Bywaters said that he would marry
her, but even then he wanted to pat
it off. He left about .5 o'clock that
evening, the understanding being that
the marriage should take place at a
time to he designated by her broth-
ers.
After their marriage, which was
performed while she lay ill in bed,
she said her brothers kissed her and
shook Bywaters' hands.
A few moments before the shooting,
she said, Bywaters was seated near
the bed and she had one arm around
his neck. ,Her brother James, who
was in the room, asked Bywaters
what he intended to do, mealtime if he
intended to leave, but he received no
respomse.
The witness testified that when
Mrs. Edward Gaines, her sister, came
into the room, Bywaters drew away
from her, pulling her out 'of bed. 11b
then ran down stairs,
"Then what coeurred?" .
"I was in such a nervous condition
that I hardly know. My mind is al-
most a* blank 80 far as what occurred
is concerned."
"Did you see Bywaters after he
Jerked away from you?"
"No, sir."
Sister Tells of Shooting.
Mrs. Gaines was put on the Mend
alter Mrs. Bywaters had been cross-
examined 'briefly. While an actual
witness to the shooting, Mrs. Gaines
displayed but a hazy recollection of
the words passed be, ween Bywaters
and her brothers in the bedroom im-
mediately before the latter opened
flra She remembered, however, that
Philip had fired the first shot as Bt'-
waters rushed past her in an attempt
to escape down the back stairway.
The presence of Mr. Gaines in the
:owes. T00111, she added, prevented
flight in that direction and when
Gaines forced Bywaters back into the
bride's bedroom he nude a second
attempt to escape, this time through
an open ;window and on to the roof
of the rear porch, both lames and
Philip Strother then opening fire.
She stuck steadfastly to the state-
ment that her brothers had fired moot
of the shots through the window af-
ter Byvaaers reached the roof, and
not while he was in the room, as the
Prosecution contends. She declared
her belief that the:brother S had had
no previous intention of killing By-
waters.
In Boston.
A abort time ago a gentleman in
Boston sent a small boy in Ms neigh-
borhood to deliver a note to a young
lady who lived a few blocks away,
gave the boy a quarter to make him
burry. After a *Mort time tbe mes-
senger cme back, and, handing the
money, mid: "MAI Z. says she will
be glad to see y?Pri tonight, but she
aldn't want the quarter."—.Iudge.
-..aThe people who purchassc
things," in this city, rend the ads.
In this newspaper.
Gut Prices In Dental Work Until
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns $5.50
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Silver Fillings 75c
Partial Plates 
All work guaranteed.
Cut this coupon out and bring
le With you, it is worth $1.00.
Each person Is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
Apirl I, '07,
DIONTIon,.
Ws* am*Owaillsom
'KEPT WITHIN LAW
IN TAKING FUNDS
New Theory of Theft From
Chicago Sub-treasury
St. Ltetie Decision May Exonerate
Thief From Charge of Em-
bezzlement.
LIST OF CASH APPROII‘ITRIDs
ChiOago.,March 1.—A theft accord-
ing teal** is the latest indacialon in
the Mysterious robbery of the Chica-
g0 subtreasury.
Careful students of the situatioa s at
the federal building. teat night reach-
ed the conclusion that the man who
teak $173,eile Lora the local odese
had studied the decision in the St.
Louis subtreasury robbery case, where
$63,0.0.0 was taken, and had made his
actions conform in -every respect to
,the ruling of the court in that case
so that 'he might take the money, se-
Crete it and then face the music leav-
ing the government to show that the
money had teed. misappropriated..
The decision in the St. Louis Cage
was that a mat who had tie) care of
funds could not be held for embeezio-
ment where the money disappeared
from his care, unless it could be
bbown that he had misappropriated it,
Following this decision, it was
pointed out that the mat who took
the money could face all criticism.
stand by his guns, and unless the
money was found and the means of
its disappearance could be directly
traced to him he woold be safe.
Think Thief Studied the Law.
This is thought to have been the
case here. It is assumed that the Man
who stole the vast &UM studied law
in order to make the theft conform to
legal requirements.
This aspect of the case has made
the government panicky in the fear
that the same procedare could be re•
Peated In other cases, and that the
public funds -are not safe with the
Chicago mystery unsolved.
"1 have completed my investiga-
tion of ..the books of the subtaeainey.
That examination shows that there is
no clerical error. The common sense
view is that the money was taken by
an employe of the office. It is foolish
to say that an outsider took the mon-
ey with a ruler or a. stick. We are no
nearer a stauHua of the maatery tie
day than we were last night."
Gideon C. Banta deputy treasurer
of the United States, last night sum-
med up in these words the theory of
the government officials in their quest
for the thief who took $173,000 from
the Ohioago subtreagury.
All of -the officials have apparently
centered their suspicions upon one
man although four men are being
watched, 
Wi:liam Roldenneek, assistant
treasurer, added to the sum of in-
formation the statement that the
money in the office had all been count
ed, and that from this count, he was
satisfied, that the funds taken were
as follows.
Thirteen bils, each for 
‘One bill for  5,04h0
Thirty-eight bills each for  1,00.0
This makes a total of $172,00.0.
Mr. Boldennec,k is positive that the
missing bills have been properly list-
ed, and that the amounts stated are
correct. With this definite statement
from the office as eo the character of
the money that has been taken re-
flowed efforts were made to trace the
big bills.
An Automoble for POO.
We have a lteborse power Ford au-
tomobile that is complete In every re-
tweet, with absolutely no repairs nec-
essary that is a bargain for someone
for 55404) cash. Call or telephone in
for particulars. Foreman, BT08.,
North Fourth street.
"All Night the Lime Okada."
MI night the lone cicada
Kept shrill!ng through the rain—
A voice of .ifty undaunted
By Unforgetten pain.
Down from the wind-blown branches
Rang out the high retrain,
By tumult undisheartened,
By storm assailed in vain..
To looming vats of mountain
And shadow, deeps of Pain,
The ephemeral, brave defiance
Adventured not In vain.
Till to the faltering spirit
And to the weary tyratnl
From loss and fear and fallare,
My joy returned agsln.
--Charles G. D. -Roberts in Century.
At *College Dinner. ,
"How did our old classmate Jor-
kin, tern hut?"
• —mi. tierthe kittri nt iltirtlittrii
forever tied to his wilteg, .apron
Wings."
'II remember hearing that he had
Imarried a leading lady—March
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PADUCAH , K K
Established 1868
Desire to announce that Spring
Goods are now arriving daily.
New goods are on display in
the various departments.
Special attention is called to the ele-
gant showing of Spring Hats, E
& W. Shirts and Men's Clothes in
our Broaduay windows.
....
A large section of the clothing cabi-
nets in our Overcoat Department
has been temporarily arranged for
the display of early spring stiles
of Men's and Young Men's Clothes.
Each and every garment has been
pressed and is hung from an indi-
vidual form ready to be put on
and worn.
Come in and look at them early.
a
PAV14D WiTH GOLD logs at from $12 to $14 a thousand
Millions of Logs to be Reclaimed
from Mississippi River Red.
Minneapolis, Minn.—Logging opera
dons in Minnesota have now ad-
vanced to the point where not only
the dead and down timber is utilis-
ed to the utmost, but steps are now
being taken for the reclamation of
the "deadheads". or sunken logs at
the bottom Of the Mississippi river.
Fabulous wealth, represented by the
untold number of lags that have
been accumulating along the river
for decades, awaits the men who re-
claims it.
, It is believed that the river bot-
tom is literally paved with logs from
St. Anthony Falls almost to its
source. For the last forty year:,
from 500,00a-040 to 600,000,000
feet of logs have been floated down
the river and the number that have
gone to the bottom is beyond esti!
mating. For more than 7.01 Wiles
the bottom of the river Is lined with
logs.
The logs that became deadheads
or "sinkers" are chiefly of the small
, Norway pine variety, known to he
lumbermen as "pig-iron" Norway.
They seldom get to he more than
eight '•to twelve inches through at the
butt and are heavy and soggy. Riv.
armee nay that a great number of
these sink before leaving the land-
in, a fw of them deadhead it down
stream for a way, one end bobbing
above water until, thoroughly water
soaked, they sink to rise no more.
Some of these bpbbers succeed- In
reaching the mills, but a large per-
centage of t lem go to the bottom.
It has been demonstrated that
logs may be raised with great profit. ]
Wakiee A. Burt and others: have been
contemplating for some time the ad-
vleatillity of hoisting these logs; and
with that object in view have laid
their plans before a number of the
leading luMbernren. The plan is to
raise the logs by hoisting engines
said land them ashore, where a gov-
ernment official will scale and record
the marks found on them. When
the original owner can be found he
will be compensated for the logs at
the rate of $14 a thounan dfeet. This
represents just so much "velvet" to
the -owners and still leaves a margin
of profit to the holsters, who can
Ind ready market for the reclaimed
 erMWilwW1
.01 Tr FLowirms.
Choice Carnations, per dos. .... 6dt
Roses, beet grade per dos. .. $1 01
Region IlYseInths, white. per dos. MA
ehotee let of Azalefit
color, just liegInD.Ing to bloom.
Terns delivery o any .rt of the
fay.
1001IIRAM RHOS.
placarla 1111,
York, being treated for a strange af-
fection. The child's body is freeceed
with every color of the raineow,
which at times, changes in color, grow
ing brighter in the sunshine and haw-
ing the appearance of roughly drawn
blade and animals. The diseaee is
said to be caused by a germ in the
blood which causes -rheumatism, and
is called pentium haemoerhagtra. The
child does( not suffer any great pain
and eats 'heartily and plays 'with the
other children, Neither Mr. nor Mrs.
Eighoit hare ever had rheumatism
and a great-grandmother-7 of the
eillitra is the only relative lever hav-
ing had it, But little progress has
been mae hi benefitting the little Pa-
tient.
Child a LaVilig Rainbow,
A three-year-old child. Mary L. That happiness is found only when
EIghols, is In Bellevutabospitel. New you look within not without.
•
,/. After Exposure
to snow or rain a cold corms.
/0 DR, BELL'S
//,
PINE-TAR-HONEY
will cure in one night -it will al way s preaseat
scold if taken on corning in out of the wet.
Delightfully plensunt to the taste. Good
for children. Good for everybody.
Gentlemen:
Last November I was taken with a swore mid
aryl cough. I ua'la bankt of standard ouseorant me was
not benighted in the least: I than !Nod another wanoore
cough cure. but whh no better results than with that eeriec-
Mean . I was than 1111011TIMOIVIVI by. drucr 1st a, Cwlr,g-
ton,CA tl Dr. Belt's Plne-Tar-Honey and after using
2n, bent* I was comnietell cone& Ttt. ttl5inwril°1
was unaolidterl. but you are at liberty tousle It In any way
you may choose. In my ntAnIco raa have by Lir the best
cough aveliclasoatliseader. Yours truly.
I K. ltstiose, 0*. Ga.
&apse Oasses• mod
Oran iftroaNytta to the Lungs.
.1. .6.ser 4, ON hauls wore sold derhalersr ISIS. on
=tie; betttie.ofs 141 ibis.St"I 
o
ow—dioadotAatih"
listoweisgly Olean that ii salpie.ile
of sattotte nit rustot rs.
Of Ma sfloat wonderful mesa moth.-Isio orrintirs
IOW LOOK FOR THE OKII Oli THE NM& "flti 
ospits, SO oasts and awe mettles.
Prepared by E. E. SUTHERLAND MEDICINE Co., paducah, Ky.
ort.
SELLS
'toe
MONEY
-Pits ;
Prepared by E, E, Sutherland )1edicipe ('o., tine.) Pedwah, Kt,
FAUN rem
tbe 1Paucab Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCOlti.oRATED
P. M. FISHED, Preiddela
11. V. PAXTON, General Manager.
CV SSCRIPTION IWATZID
liallitared at the postothce at Pagusan.
My.. as second class matter j,
TRH DAILY SUN
27 carrier, per week 11, .1')
By mall, per month, In advance .25
By mail, per year, in advance 2.10
THZ WEEKLY SUN
P., year. by mall, postage pald...11.00
Addrsos THE SUN, Paducah. Hy.
Deli" 111 Mouth Third, Phones IISS
Payne st Young, ellupagn sass new
fork representatives. 
THE BUN can be found at the taRaw-
ig places:
It. D. Clements • as.
Van Odin Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
February, 1907.
 4036 15 3829
 3813 16 2814
4 2830 18 38/13. 
5 2851 19 3805
6 3861 DO 3830
.........3871 21i 3369
8 3895 22. 3915
9 381.3 2-3 3829
it 3828 2-5 3855
'12 3'85.5 243 2936
13 .3844 27 392'J
14 i  3870 DS 3890
Average for February,.1907 3859
Average for February. 1906 3757
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this Marcia 1. 1907. E. J. Pa n, gen-
eral manager of The St ho af-
firms that the above eta t of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURTIC/CR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908,
ANNOUNifENTA.
For Mayor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
nieyor, subject to any action of the
Democratic party.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas B. Herrisoar,40,,a candidate
for mayor subject to4hts action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Assessor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city asessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
Daily Thought.
"Our tears are the lensed/ through
which we see God and his works."
POLICE AND THE LAW.
0, How or sins do find us out!
There was sometifftig ektraordina-
rily pernilous In the charter tinker-
ing by which the ettamiesi.of
taming an enlarged pollee force, es-
tablshed by act of the legslature,was
saddled on the taxpayers of Paducah,
especially when engineered by repre-
sentatives of that party, which has
clung to the theoty of local self-gov-
ernment as a fetish after losing ev-
ery other attiibute of Its ancient
self. And, now, we see the Democrat-
ic press throwing this fact into the
face of the police department In re-
bake for alleged inefficiency, and
one candidate for mayor coming out
on a platform, advocating a closed
town and the repeal of the amend-
ment.
We feel that Col. Joseph E. Pot-
ter has incorporated too many mist-
fit planks in his platform for success,
but we accord him this one com-
mendation—he is the first candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
mayor to state his position, and the
only one, who thus far has'Intimated
an intention to let the people know
where 'lie stands.
Categorically Col. Potter stands
for the "enforcement of the laws:"
"the closing of all lawtess places:"
"the repeal of the amendment to
the charter, compelling Padacah to
have no politemen."
Somehow the conviction steals
over us when we read this that some
Democrats believe the city is wide
open, and that it has come to Col.
Potter's ears that all Democrats do
not like the 30 policemen wet. It is
also deducible from Col. Potter's
first three planks, that he. thinks
toomi; of his opponents before the pri-
mary are for a wi.le open town. And
here's a hint for some of the others
In announce their positions on mu-
nicipal questions.
There Is, too, a relation between
/he first three planks of col. Potter's
platform and the police department;
because it was repeatedly asserted
by the Democratic press that the Re-
pnblican general council had crip-
pled the pollee force, and that an ep-
idemic of lawletemesa was fostered
by this rendition. All criticisms of
open saloons were met with the an-
swer that the depleted pollee force
III* unable to pltrol the city.'
Angatmote‘,-po.ice-rfnree, the
minimum mania hed at the behest
of the men at ill- head of, the police
THE PAT:We-ATI EVEVIVO St
months. New, listen to the Democrat-
ic organ of last Wednesday:
Considerable complaint is
heard from those who leave on
the Sunday train for Mayfield
of the boisterouenees and intox-
icated condition of many of the
passengers, who, having spent
Sunday In Paducah. are return-
ing home, having unmistakable
evidence of the fact that they
had been able to secure intoxica-
ting liquor while In Paducah. —
The Mayfield Messenger has
frequently made reference to •
this, and it is beyond our under-
standing where they can pur-
chase these liquid refreshments.
Our police force is sufficient to
discover if any saloons are open.
• • • Of course this is pre-
cautionary and we wish this
warming to be sounded broad-
cast for the protection of the
law-abiding and reputable sa-
lon-is keepers. We are pleased to
state that we have many In our
community, hut at the same
time, there are no doubt a few
who have not the slightest re-
gard for law and order and keep
open-, and when these saloons
are discovered the policeman on
said beat Is evidently not giving
the proper attention to his du-
ties and should be promptly dis-
missed. There can be no valid
excuse for the sale of liquor on
Sunday in Padticah, and no val-
id excuse if same is not prompt-
ly discovered by our police force.
It was nice for the Democratic or-
gan to apologize to everybody for
TARR1FF REVISION.
611118866.1)dggidalaBilMOBSOMPIKeise
John Sharp Williams cannot write
even about a solemn subject like the
tariff without indulging his propen-
sity for plantation humor. Imagine
the shocked expression that must
have pervaded the genteel face of his
excellency the gevernor of Musa-
chusets, when he came upon this
passage in a letter to him from Mr.
Williams upon the petition of' the
general court to the source of wisdom
at Washington praying for revision:
"In my opinion, you might just as
well look to a bald-beaded barber for
an effective hair restorer as to look
to the Republican party for any re-
vision of the tariff In the direction of
freer trade relations with the world."
Gov. Guild is enlisted for the war,
of _course—free hides, free coal and.
all those things in which the honor-
able and progressive business men
of Massachusetts are interested; but
as a high toned Republican this
tonsorial simile at the expense of
the organizatioe by an unpolished
Southern Democrat must almost
have convinced htm that the tariff
was a local antrot a party issue.
At the aame time, tradition and
fealty aside, the governor may have
derived more' satisfaction from the
blunt opinion of Mr _Williams upon
revision than from the empty corn-
FROM PADUCAH
WAS UNFORTUNATE VICTLM OF
PARKER HOUSE FIRE.
Graves County Man Saw Another
Person Accompanying Victim to
Mayfield.
Mayfield, Ky., March 1.—A man
who lives south of the city and
whose name is withheld by request,
was in the city Wednesday andlold a
reporter that on the Sunday evening
that the party who was burned in a
boarding house on West Broadway
was from Paducah, that he was at the
depot in Paducah, and that the man
who afterwards was burned, said to
some men 'who were standing around,
"let's, have a drink.' He says that
several went and drank with him,
and he told them that he was going
to Mayfield, and one man in the
crowd mid that he would come with
him. He says they got op the train,
and that the next morning, the man
who came out with him went back
in a buggy, and stopped at a house
near Paducah and ate his breakfast
and paid for it out of a five dollar
bill, and that the horsts were much
fatigued. He ways the farmer at
whose house the party got breatiteastpliMents of his great and good friend on Monday mornings knew the manat Washington. The Democratic and knew that It was the same manleader claimed copyright so far as who came to this city with the partythe house of representatives was con- on Sunday evening that was burned
mentioning this, and its compliment
corned, upon the idea of a maximum in the fire. For reasons of his own
to the saloon men, who obey the law,
and minimum tariff. But, he said: he refused to tell the name of the
Is delicate. They are entitled to as
"As the doctrine is sought to be parties, but said that he had told the
much credit for not violating the
managed by Mr. McCleary, Senator proper authorities.Sunday closing law, as the editor of
the Democratic organ and the edi-
tor of THE St'N are for not commit-
ting arson. Under the circumstan-
Representatives McCleary, Cannonces we feel more like congratulating
and Dalzell do, and I have understoodthose fellows who do keep open on
that he does, namely: That theSunday.
minimum tariff should be the presentIt gives us delight to see our Dem- taw and that a maximum tariff shoulderratic contemporary 'nulling in the
teeth_ of the splice department- the
fact, that It -has all the men asked
for and enough to enforce the law.
We hesitated to come out so vigor-
ously. We knew we. would be hauled
on the carpet and the demand made
on us that we prove tnere Is Sunday
selling in Paducah. Naturally, when
one sees men staggering drunk on against punitive retaliation.the streets Sunday night, and sees When Mr. Williams introduced thegamblers, who never did anything doctrine of a maximum and minimumelse for a living, loafing in front of tariff to the house of representatives treated with respect. These men of
their old haunts, he is inclined to
presume that the town is wide open;
btu this is not proof.
It Is possible the Democratic' or-
gan is doing the police Injustice.
They may be so busy hunting for
the three men, who murdered three
white men In Paducah in the 'last
twelve months and escaped, that they
haven't time to watch side doors.
Then, what an Indictment. ofsthe
patrolmen, who do not close the sa-
loons on their beats! It demands
that they be dismissed. Wonder if
the Democratic organ ever heard of
a policeman being dismissed for
what Grover Cleveland would aptly
term "pernicious activity."
If we eau the relation of Sunday
liquor selling to the augmented po-
lice force the way the Democratic
organ sees it, we would take the
stand Col. Potter has 'taken; and. If
we took the stand Col. Potter has ta-
ken, we would feel Inconsistent Hs we
Ed not join the Republican party in
the coming struggle.
Dr. Emil Hirsch, of Chicago, has
offered his body to a medical Insti-
tution, when he is through with it.
That is an easier way of aiding the
I144P of science than giving up one's
life to it: but we believe a man, who
Is willing to have his poor, discarded
temple of clay mutilated. after he
leaves it, would be of unique patho-
logical interest.
Riverstde hospital most not he al-
lowed to suffer for lark of funds.
Questions of life and death are more
important than a few thousand dol-
lars.
tLodge and others, it is, I take it, a
new one to everybody. If Senator
Lodge takes the satne view of it that
be something larger by an agreed
-percentage." -
Mr. Williams would have the
present tariff stand as the maximum
and revise downward, applying the
maximum rates to imports from coun
tries discriminating against us and
letting down' the bars to countries
that legislate in a reciprocity, and
is not generally known, but the date
of the presidents pronouncement on
it is no mystery. He commended It
to congress in his message in Decem-
ber, 1905, but was not desperately
in earnest about the matter. This
was his language:
"It should be considered whether
ills not desirable that the tariff laws
should provide for applying as against
or In favor of sox nation. maximum
and minimum tariff rates establish-
ed by the congress, so as to secure a
certain reciprocitY of treatment be-
tween other nations and onrseeves."
Since that time Mr. Roosevelt has
not troubled himself snout the tariff,
and hie letter to Gov. Guild Implies
that revision is a "cloted incident" so
far as his administration Is concern-
ed. Whether he is for Cannon maxi-
mum rates and DIngtey minimum
rates must remain hidden from the
general intelligence as long as -rail-
road supervision engages his atten-
tion to the exclusion of tariff re-
vision.—New York Sun.
—Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prises much lower than
you pay skew here,
1
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The
Roman
Stripe
Col Joseph E. Potter failed 
state In his platform, whether he Is
in favor of reducing the force of
o
 
Neckwear. 
"cow policemen."
Bays the Owensboro Messenger:
Quite a showing for Breathitt
and It is sionbtful--and to he
commended--if another eonnty
In Kentucky, also and popula-
tion considered, could make the
sable showing. The grand jury
's for the little county has return-
ed indietmena for murder, four
In number; two Indlements for
housebreaking; one Instalment
for malicious shooting and le In-
vestigating a charge of anion.
Quite so. Onee Breathitt county
was the banner criminal county of
Kentucky; but Caldwell county has
robbed her of her former glory. That,
perhaps. le what lidureti Breathitt
to reform. radlwell county has be-
tween 300 and 500 criminate, who a
at to be In the pailitentigry, etres
only running at large, but virtually
intimidating the authorities of thedepartment, has been on duty twoteonntr
-
New Spring
Offerings 50c
I The Roman stripe isNew York's latest offer-
1 ing in neckwear, and ithas scored a great hit
1
with the tasteful dressers
in the east.
The shadings come in
1
 
all the bright colors, as
spring neckwear should.
See the displays in our
windows.
The price is 50c.
He Disagrees With Dr. Osder.
In the autobiography of a Busi-
ness Man," in the February Every-
body's, the author remarks:
"I have in my store a number of
men past forty-five. Some of them
are merchants who have failed in
business,- yet they make ilplendid- em-
ployees. I would rather hire a man
past forty-five that has bad experi-
ence—and he will have experience at
that time of life—than hire a young
!man who does not appreciate his po-
sition. His mind is on Saturday
night, pay night, and watching the
clock. The forty-five-year-old—yes, a
the ferty-five-year-old and the sixty
—.appreciates his position: appreci-
ates being used like a Man, being
'forty-five years of age rarely leave
me, and I never yet have' had occas-
ion to discharge but one orrny senior
and that was one • poor Unfortunate
that I simply could not reiform."
A Troubled Paths*.
In a certain mountain town in Ken-
tucky the feeling began to grow that
the "grocery saloon," where liquor
was *told as commonly as vinegar and
kerosene, must go, and when a cus-
tomer came into the store to procure
the precious liquor tie was sometimes
called on to make an excuse or apol-
ogy, says Harpes•'s Weekily. Therel were some interesting excuses offer-
ed, and one in particular is told of a
mountaineer who went into a store
and, laying down hie jug on the coun-
ter, said: "Squire I want a gallon
of your best stuff; the baby Is sick."
FOR SALE.
Farm of 110 acre* the miles from
city; 20 scree in timber, 2 art"I'S in
young orchard, 6 acres of strawber-
ries; that all hear in Slay; never-fail-
ing spring through farm. Price IMO
per acre. H. C. Rollin'', Trueheart
Bldg. Telephone 127,
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WaltEvery dose makes you feel better. Las So.
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
ihoney-back plan everywhere Price bo I rota.
A man's wife's kin never expecthis
children to amount to much because
they bear such a resemblance to their
father, but If the creldren really do
turn out well it doesn't help the
father's standing any.— Atchison,
(Kan.) Globe.
What Osteopathy Will Do.
There are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also of
some of its achievements. But there
are far too many who have accredit-
ed it with being good for only those
conditions from which they have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Not Infrequent-
ly there is mutual surprise when one
who was cured of rheumatism meets
another who has been cured .of asth-
ma or constipation. This Is a homely,
but very true Illustration.
Personally, I have cured chronic
rases of constipation, raeumatism,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia and
headaches for people whom you
know well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is but coming
generally known in Paducah. as It
should he.
I !Mould like to talk efth you at
any time about your particular case.
and know I 
i 
ican cite yen to some of 
your friends who !rill attest to what
the treatment has hone for them-..14
, R. 0 A ikA Pr I affinir rsiiiies. ne-fa ...my office,
B1111111A11.0.1111111 818 Broadway, or phOns 1407 any
time from 9 to II or Ito 5 p. m.'19•"011111.4114•001910.0101.4I DR. G. B. FROM.
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Yeoman's
Stetson's
Kent Hats
Our showing in spring heariwear includes not
only the staple blocks but a series of exclusive
models designed particularly for us, and for
particular people.
SEE THE WINDOW DISPLAY
•
•
vs
•
Two Acres $1,000.
On Clinton road between 21st and
22nd streets. Big bargain. Half
cash.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity Building. Both phones &36.
'Madison Street Lots. -
Between 13th and 14th streets,
North Side. Shade trees; $400 each;
$50 cash.
'Wbittemore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity Building. Both phones 8315.
For a Nice Lawn.
Use the World's Fair Prize Mix-
ture Lawn Grass Seed, nothing bet-
ter. Sold only by
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.,
529 Broadway.
The Man In The Middle.
The American Magazine for March
presents in story form the life of the
middle or average American.
Backed by authority for every sta-
tistical statement, the author re-
cites the biography of Samuel Thwat-
Les Raggers—the Mean American,
the midmost man of the nation's
ranks. He tells where and when hewas
born, what sort of parents he had,
what sort of schooling he had, what
work he did as a boy, where he lives
now, the size and character of his
family, how much money he has,
how he spends it, how he spends his
time, what his religion is, what he
reads, bow he votes, how he looks,
what sort of clothes he wears, what
his vices are, the date of his proba-
ble death, what he will die of, and
so On.
The Middle American is a Method-
ist. And yet, the author adds, "if he
rarely misses his Sunday sermon, he
is even less rarely absent from his
Saturday evening game of pinochle at
the saloon, which waste most of the
dollars put down in the table of his
expenditures as 'personal expenses."
The following footnote saves the
author from the dread dangers which
threaten any man who foolishly flirts
with figures:
"To avoid misunderstanding it
could be stated that Baggers is not a
typical Methodist, but only a repre-
sentative American who happens to
be a Methodist methodoligteally."
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Vests in Wash Goods i•• •
Will Be Popular.) j
$1.50 to $3.50 t
Brown and Gray
r-
One oi the New Styles
However, we show a wide
range of styles so as to suit
every head.
The vests for spring come in
new shadings in those two popu-
lar colors—browns and grays—as
well as stripes and club checks,
and have a style of distinction
that is marked. Made with the
new Saxony pocket with wide
binding.
The tones are all modest and
add just the right touch to your
dress.
Roy L Culley & Co.
The Spring Shirt Offerings Are
Very Striking --- The New Store's
Exclusive Patterns. mill .Uf
London and New York have taken great fancy to the hellos
and gray and pastel shades and, of course, they will be worn by the
fashionable dressers. The New Store only shows them in Paducah.
But if these shades don't appeal to you, you will certainly find
1 what your fancy dictates in the many very pretty designs and
fabrics we are featuring In a wide range.
The E. Sz W. and the Bates Street are our leaders and they are
supplemented by some other very good lines. Note the displays in
our windows The prices are $1.50 up, and we have some feature
lots of new shirts for $1.00.
_1
They
L .01um z Co.
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.The New Store
is Showing Ad-
vance Styles in
Spring Suits
London Chili Checks
and Balfour Stripes spe-
cialized by the New
Store for spring, Every-
thing a . bit different.
Notice them in windows
elitillniral CO415 ••.4.11 OADWA lr •
•
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yirst 6howing of
,few Aids for 6pring
Otis Week
Zlacks or yaneies $10 to $20
gudq, 9hillips Vo.
geadqato-Wear 9epartment
Jecond Yloor
-Use Soot Destroyer.
-For -Di. Pendley ring 416.
-For Copeland stable phone 100
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Mr. Mike Iseman has bought the
old Gardner home at Foutlith and
Washington streets, and is prepar-
ing to erect an apartment house.
---,Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-Uprigh^ pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-Wedding invitattons, announce-
ments and every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
----Maple _Abernathy the youth who
was injured owe spike while Sliding
down the banisters at the Dixie Mills,
is improving.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
line painting of every charactee, In-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
--Use Soot Destroyer.
-Fine oarnattons et 50c per dozen
at Bruneons, 529 Broadway.
--Globe Wernicke tiling oases and
all supplies for them, also the hest
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office suppli
Telephone orders promptly tilled. ,41.1
phone 436. R. D. Clements &,Co.
-We desire to nnoun ' to the
public that the temporar abandon-
ment, by the Traction ompany, of
their owl ear servie will not effect
our prices to and rom depot. We
will continue t serve all who may
favor us wit /heir patronage, at the
prevailing ay rate. Palmier Transfer
Co. /
-Belvedere peer' is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Get your meal's at Wist tethered • s
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
dojo. Nice, polite service guaran-
teed.
-The Union Rescue Mission revi-
val la having good interest each night
under the ministry of Mrs. Wasson,
of St. Louis. Rev. Mr. Smithson, of
Smithland, will preach tonight at 8
o'clock. He is a converted- railroad
• switchman.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our
lectors or make their requests
rect. to Tn. Sun office. No attentihti
will be pall to such order, When
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paduoah
beer..
-Use Soot Destrrar.
-You know yonr calling cards
are correct when they come from The
• Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, he Old Englieb $3.
-J. S. Crawford, of 8.05 Kentucky
avenue, fell while in Poplar Bluff.
O 
Mn.. yesterday and sprained hts left
ankle badly. He vaas moving his
household goods and fell coming
down some steps.
He Knew.
A teacher in an isolate school
situated in the cattle country of
Wyoming, where the children learn
their letters from the brands on cat-
tle before they learn the alphabet,
was endeavoring to teach her pupils
the different sounds of A as denoted
by the marks above the letter.
"Now, children," she inquired
hopefully, pointing on the black-
board to the letter and the mark sig-
nifying the long sound, "what is
this?"
There was a long and diecouraging
silence; then an embryo cowboy
cried excitedly as he waved his hand:
"I know teacher; that's Bar A."-
March Lippincott's.
"1 s'Apove if you could give every-
body an outside room your troubles
would be few"
=hag_ would" renal:Wed-1bl ho-
tel clerk; "It I could give everybody
an outside room at an inside price."
tt e-Louisville Courier-Journal.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Mrs. Coma Owens.
Mrs. Coma Owens, 38 years old,
living near Massac in the coutitY,
died last night from consumption.
She leaves four children, a mother
and one brother. The burial will take
place at 2 o'clock this afternoon at
New Hope church.
HOTEL ARRIVALS,
Palmer-G. L. Knight, Nashville;
C. W. Rice, New York; 9. H. Sprag-
ins, Helena, Ask.; W. Y. Thornberry,
Aberdeen, MIAs.; F. D. Robertson, Se.
Louis; J. B. Parrent, New York: J.
D. Rowlett, Murray; E. J. Thiele,
Chicago; W. O. Moore, Cleveland, 0.;
E. D. Miller, Hazel; G. M. Green,
Nashville; J. T. Morgan, Louisville;
F. G. Wisner, Detroit; J. M. Crowe,
fMcirgantiold-F-W-,--417- HolnieseeKteseas
City.
Belvedere-W, W. Halstead, Mem-
phis; W. N. Benson, Sikeston, Mo.;
W. Z. Smith, (Thicago; M. P. Malloy,
Jr., Eddyville; J. R. Noeholls, Kevil;
J. W. Walter, St. Louis; L. C. Duke,
Eddyville; J. Danbaum, Evansville.
New Richmond-J. C. Smithson,
Smitbland; G. N. McGrew}, Bayou,
G. P. Rogers, Smithland; E. D. 'Moore
Murray; Dr. L. Jones, Benton; J. C.
Curter, .Pottsville; Hyland Mitchell,
Lamasco; Tom Win born,, Savannah,
enn.; Will Roberts, Oscar; T. S.
Vickers, St. Louts; George Doubiey,
Nashville; J. A. Strapp,Kevil.
osszver IPAcrictsit a 'COFFEE
CO. IN NEW QVARTEIRS.
The Great Pacific Tea and Coffee
Co., formerly at 333 Broadway, to-
day take possession of their new
quarters 206 Broadway, and they
have a very handsome place Indeed.
The cast store room In the Belvedere
Annex Building has been especially
fitted up for their occupancy and
Manager Ltieser informs us that the
stocks are as fresh and new as the
In their new and more convenient
location The Great Pacific expects to
retain all their old custom and make
many new friends besides.
TWO FINE TRIMMED HATS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY.
We will display Saturday the two
beautiful trimmed hats which will
be given away on our Opening day.
Each lady calling at our store will
be presented with a ticket free. Come
while they last. Mrs. Chapin, 216
Broadway.
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
.4111.
lb
Children's Femme of Purim Ball.
A very beautiful festivity was the
annual dance last evening of the
children of the Temple Israel Sab-
bath school in celebration of the
Feast of Purim. It was held at the
Standard club rooms on Broadway
and was given by the ladies of the
congregation. The thorns were effec-
tively decorated with flags, strings of
popcorn flowers and plants. Refresh-
ments were served and each child
was given a pretty souvenir basket
filled with candy.
The children were in fancy cos-
tume which added to the charm of
the scene. The characters represent-
ed were varied and were carried out
with spirit and originality. The cos-
tumes were pretty and unique. The
prize for the most striking girl's
costume was given to Rosa Klein,
who represented a Violet Girl. Mas-
ter Joseph Rosenthal, as a cripple
Italian organ grinder, was a perfect
impersonation and captured the boy's
prize.
The prize for the best couple was
taken by Masters Will I. Levy and
James Morris Friedman as the Gold
Dust Twins. Their costumes were
perfect in detail and created much
amusement. They wore black tights
with white pleated ruffle. A tie dish
pan was on the head of one and a
tin, coffee pot on the other. Each car-
ried a freshly scrubbed shiny tin
pan, in eiefilence of the power of
Gold Dust.
There were 57 children who took
part in the ball.
Costume of Water-Lilies Exhibited
Tomorrow.
The rehearsals for the various
dances of the Flower Carnival will
take place tomorrow at the usual
hours at the Eagles' hall, Broadway
and Sixth street.
The matrons of the water-lily dance
have a costume completed and request
that all the mothers of the children
taking part in it be present at the
hour tomorrow, to see the costume.
Attend Birthday Party in Metropolis
Mrs. Charles FfIgieins, of Metropo-
lis, entertained a nttmber of friends
yeeterday at her home, in celebra-
tion of the seventylftn birthday or
her father, Mr. C. Wessernann. It
was a pleasant occasion. Mr. John
Hessian and family, and Mr. Henry
Shelton and family attended from
Paducah.
An Enjoyaile Occasion.
The first annual ball of the Retail
Clerks' Union took place last even-
ing at the Eagles' hall on Broadway.
It was a most successful affair. Sev-
eral hundred people:enjoyed the oc-
casion until a late hour.
Social Affair.
A pleasant social was enjoyed by
the High Legion last evening at the
Woodmen of the World hall on
North Fourth street. A number of
invited guests were present.
Church Concert.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church win give a
concert this evening in the lecture
room of the church. The program
is an attractive one.
Suceessful hectare Late Evening.
The Rev. G. \V. Banks, of the
Trimble Street Methodist church, de-
livered hie interesting lecture "On
IHorseback Through Palestine" last
Don't Land This Way!
Don't land th• way this fellow lands-upon the tbor or nose or hands.
If you but start the proper way you'll lend upon your feet semi day.
To pet a start without a slip a WANT AD. is the prow clip.
I -" PAGE FIVE.
!evening, at the West TennesseeStreet Methodist church. There was
an attractive musical program le
connection with the lecture and a
Large crowd enjoyed the occasion.
Alumul Meeting.
The Paducah High School Alumni
will meet at 4 o'clock this afternoon
at the High school auditorium on
West Broadway, It is an important
business meeting. Mrs. A. R. Mey-
ers will give a paper on "Sidney La-
nier" as the literary feature.
D. A. lh Chapter.
Mrs. Davki G. Murrell is the host-
ess of the Daughters of the American
Revolution thie afternoon at her home
on Broadway. It Is the regular meet-
ing for March.
Complimentary Entertainment.
Miss Ruby Vance, of \Vest Jeffer-
son street, will entertain the Phila-
thee club this evening at her home,
in compliment to Miss Kate Richard-
son, who will be married next Tuees
day to Mr. Oscar B. Jones, of San
Bernardino, Cal,
Kalosophic Club.
The Kalosophic club met this
morning with Miss Kathleen White-
field, at Kentucky avenue and' Sev-
enth street. "The Dramatists of the
iNineteenth Century" was the subject
for discussion. Miss Elizabeth Sin-
nott and Miss Car:ine Sowell gave in-
teresting papers and Mrs. Edward1
Bringhurst presented. "Current
Events."
Be G. M. Owen arrived :ast even-
ing from Nashville. He is the steam-
boat hull and boiler inspector.
Mr. Vernon Blow, of Louisville, ar-
rived in the city yesterday.
Mr. Ben Weille returned last even-
ing from Ballard county.
Mr. Robert B. Phillips will go to
New York tomorrow on business.
Mrs. Laura Newman of Evansville,
was here yesterday making the round
trip on the Joe Fowler with her hus-
band, Commander Newman.
Mr. H. A. Torrence, of New York,
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Ws.
C. A. Torrence. ,
Mrs. James Btichannan nos return-
ed from 'Mayfield.
Mrs. Josie Lennox, of Fulton, Is
visiting here.
Miss Ethel Robertson will leave to-
morrow for St. Louis for a snort vis-
it.
Captain and Mrs. W. H. Edwards
have returned from Charleston, Mo.,
where they have been visiting.
Boswell Gainer, of 'Nine, came to
Paducah on the Royal this weak
I*. Carney lintter is stalIdS4
Martin Seyster in Smithland this
week.
Wm. Vick has returned from visit-
ing his family in Smithtand.
Charles Holcomb was in Mayfield
yesterday.
A. T. Martin, of Mayfield, was in
Paducah Thursday.
H'arry Watkins, of .idayfleid was
in the city yesterday.
W. G. Dycus spent Wednesday in
Benton, his former home.
Attorney W. S. Fry, of Mayfield,
attended circuit court here this week.
Mrs. W. F P.axton and Miss Sadie
Paxton will leave this evening for a
month's stay at Pass Christian. Mr.
Edwin J. Paxton will accompany
them, returning next week.
Mies Ruth Parker Is visiting in
Benton.
Judge William Reed was In Ben-
ton this week on legal business
Col. Gus Singleton and County
Jailer J. W. Eaker left Hot Springs,
Ark., today for home.
Mrs. Sophronia Vaughn will leave
9aturday for Carml, ill., where she
has been called by the serious illness
of her mother, Mrs. C. H. Cleveland.
Mrs. Reuben Green and daugh-
ter are visiting Mrs. ()war Turner in
Mayfield,
W. F. Stevens, whom it Wasre-
ported was gone to the south, went
to Paducah Thursday at noon -May-
field Monitor.
The many friends of Ws Charlie
Parker will regret to learn that he
is sick at his home at Paducah.-May
field Monitor.
Mrs. J. T. Land and sons, A. C.,
Yates 'and Harry, arrived this af-
ternoon from 'Meridian, Miss., to join
Mr. Land, of the News-Democrat.
-Mr. J, D. Miller, of ilaysellie, the
well known banker, is in the city on
business.
J. C. Speight, of MaAleld, hi In the
city.
A Grand Exhibition.
Blackmane glass blowers who will
be located at 436 Broadway, oppo-
site Palmer House, all of next week.
present a grand exhibition in the art
of glass blowing. Six first-class art-
lett are constantly employed. trelt, i-r
handsome ornaments out of enti.:1,ci.,
rods and tubes of glass which are
presented to their visitors e. souven-
irs Spinning glass as emir as silt..
Venetian glass blowing, a glass steam
engine in fell operation and many
other noveltiee oe the 4,asto blowers'
skiii-e4ee-rer iietteett-se-tivis-etelette
The admission is only PIP cents in-
cluding a Souvenir.
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3 IN THE COURTS  t
x***********4
Circuit Court.
Judge Reed granted two divorces
yesterday. Major Gray was divorced
from Francis Gray and May Crock-
ett divorced from .Tohn Crockett. May
Crockett was restored to her maiden
name of May Iveriett and given ali-
mony equal to one-half the money
that will be brought by property she
and her husband owned jointly, and
which the judge ordered Master Com-
missioner Cecil Reed to sell.
The mandate of the appellate
court was entered in the suit of
Brack Owen against Mary Long, the
litigation being about the sale of
property. Owen won the case.
Deeds Filed.
Lucy Williams to S. B. Caldwe;l,
Jr., property in Trimble addition,
$90.
Edna Walker to J. D. O'Brien pro-
perty on Broad street.
Charles R. Simmons to George Gil-
lespie, land in the county, $600.
W. C. O'Bryan to James P. Sleeth.
property in O'Bryan's addition, $300.
John Little to Martha Bethel,prop-
erty in Gilson addition, for $500.
R. E. L. Moshell, furniture and fix-
tures of the Belvedere hotel to Pa-
ducah Brewery company, for notes
amounting to $6,250.
Pollee Court.
Seven eases were before Judge
Cross in police court this morning
requiring little time to clear up the
docket. Will Davis, colored, for
abusing with vile language his lady
love, and otherwise breaking the
peace, was fined $50 and full costs.
Bud Elrod furnished the sequel to
his pugnacious activity yesterday at
Second street and Kentucky avenue
by being lined $10, and recognized
for good behavior, in the sum of
sa.00. Elrod came tO town yesterday
and filled up with whisky, which
made him think all mankind was his
enemy. He offered to fight anybody
and Officer Cross was sent down to
represent the city.
Cora Greer, charged with breach
of peace was dismissed.
Henry Schauf arrested yesterday
for driving too fast in the city, was
fined $5 and costs.
Willie Joseph, plain drunk, $1 and
costs. Will Minor, drunk, $1 and
costs. Mettle Russell, byeach of
peace, continued to March 4,
New Suits.
Retha Thompson sues for divorce„ .
from James Thompson, alleging
abandonment and inhuman treat-
ment. They were married May 6.
1899, and she asks for her maiden
name of Retha Rust.
Ferol L. Moore sues J. M. Moore
for absolute divorce, alleging aban-
donment and inhuman treatment.
They were married February 23,
1904, and she asks for her, maiden
name of Fero: L. Lewis.
Sheriff's Bond.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie yesterday
executed in the county court his bond
for collections during 1907. His sur-
ety is the United States Fidelity and
Casualty company of Baltimore, Ma-
ryland.
"You say that trusts arouse your
indignation'!"
"Certainly," answered Mr. Dustin
Stax, "It makes me very angre-tn-
deed to see these other trusts takins
from the public so much money
which might be expended for the
particular commodity which mine
controls."- Washington Star
ft
See the
E. &W.
Shirts
Displayed at
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FUR Sail
down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got
no rume tu tel u
-here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whiteheada restaurant.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 3:16-338 South Third street.
FOR RENT-House on Tenth
street near Jones, J. R. McClain.
NICE ROOM and board, 726 Jef-
ferson. Old phone 1205.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
WANTED-Show cases. Write
Postmaster Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-Barred PiYmenth
rock eggs, $1 per 15. Phone 5440.
WANTEsD-A good cook, at once.
Apply 1622 Jefferson.
CLO I HES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
FOR SALE--Single comb brown
legborn hens. Old phone 2473.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1026, old phone 975.
SEND your clothes to the Fault;
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Beta
phones 1507.
FOR SAiLE---Faxon addition, tote
from 6550 to $225.00 56x193. H.
C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals.
Trueheart. Bldg. Telephone 1217.
FOR RENT-A nice front room,
furnished or unfurnished, with or
without board. Apply 62.2 Jefferson.
Old phone 2827.
FOR SALE-Business property in
heart of city at Interesting prices. H.
C. Hollins, Real ;Estate and Rentals,
Trueheart Bldg. Teleteone 127. .
Iii0E BENT-Two brick store
houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick business house,
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew-
ing company.
SkAISE--Haraban addition:
Vacant lot 6'6x145. corner Sixteenth
and Madison, nicly drained, $1,100.
Terms satisfactory to purchaser. Tel-
ephone 117, H. C. Hollins. Trueheart
Bldg.
FOR SALE-North Side, high
-.bass residence property, lot 77x173,
close to huffiness section, $3,000. IL
C. Hollins, .Real Estate and Rental.,
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 117.
I WANTED--Timber cutters and AC
around mi4.1 men for mill 14 miles
north of Memphis, Tenn. Apply at
m pert al Wheel Co., No. 227 Si
Broadway, -
WANTED-An experienced book-
keeper. Address in own hand writ-
ing. State eatery wanted, age, mar-
led or single, must give references.
Address "J," ear e the; office.
FOR BALE-es:CT-ark street near
Eleventh, four houses renting for $27
per month, $2,000. Terms arranged.
H. C. Bailin., Trueheart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127.
FOR SALE --North Side, two-room
"ionee on 40 foot lot, boxed and weetb-
erbearded, nicely papered. All out-
houses. H.' C. Hollins. Real Opiate
and ,Rentals, Trueheart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127.
WANTED-House boy. Apply at
On-Ce-al--152r Jeffereen.
FOR SALE- Incubator, capacity
100 eggs,. George Shelton, 817 South
Fifth. Ord phone 2281. '
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate
in Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0.
Box, 673, City.
- BOARDERS WANTED - Nice
rooms; excellent table, 401 flout%
Fourth street.
WANTED-Position by young
men. Best of references. Collecting
preferred. Address L., care Sun.
$1,54.04)--Buys good horse,Thers
nese and buggy. Address E., care
Sun.
FOR SALE-Saddle and barness
horse, city broke. W. Buchanan.
Lone Oak, Ky. Old phone 852-2,
new, 8t6-B.
FRESH FISH-Salt water herring
for Lent, received twice a week from
Baltimore. We sell eggs 25c a dozen.
3 If) can of tomatoes 10c. Gallagher
& Boyle, old phone 969 R, new
phone 518.
FOR SALE-Excellent warehouse
property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
fronting 160 feet on street, including
11 room house with outbuildings and
one frame business house, $2,650. H.
C. Hoblins, Real .Estate and Rentals,
Telephone 127.
FOR SALE--Fountain avenue five-
room residence, frame, cabinet man-
tels, large rooms with closets, large
, attic, out houses, well, fine shade
trees. Lot .5.7,x1•60 to alley, $3,000.
'H. C. Hollins, Truebeart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127.
FOR SALE--223 acre farm six
miles from Padurah on the Cairo
gravel road. Bargain if sold at once.
Terms to suit purchaser. Plenty of
fruit. Well improved. Address Geo.
J. Jones, R. F. D. No. 2, Paducah,
Ky.
FOR SALE-Magnificent home
close to business section, 13-inch
brick walls to ceiling. large rooms
consisting of double parlors, kitchen,
dining room and five bed rooms; two
large halls, stationary washstands,
handsome cabinet mantlee, porcelain
bath, hot end *Oki water, gas and
electric light. Cistern. and all out-
building. Price $6,004. H. C. Hol-
lins. Trueheart Building. Phone '161.
More Cigarettes Than Ever.
For a number of years past we have
had a violent popular agitation
against cigarettes and many states
have thought it desirable to enact
strenuous legielation as to their man-
ufacture, sale and use. How ineffect-
ual all this has been may he Inferred
from the report that the male of cig-
arettes in the United States in 1906
exceeded that of thr preceding year
by 8.51,000.004. This makes a rec-
ord in the sale of these articles.
There was also an increase of *bout a
million pounds in the importation, of
Turkish ethane), largely used In cig-
arette mak I ng. -Cot' late 11 e (buried-
Journal.
'Experience makes the cynic, lack of
it the fool.
An innocent lie never hurls. 
jittele."'Orasit-tnAelamrt--44- as • thin laWleusailn Lb.
about two acres. Fair improvements.
Four miles from Brookport, 111. A woman deeps
flood location for a doctor. Address she does a 'tack.
W. (I. Barrett, Box 104, R. F. D. No.
.3, Metropolis, ill, Subscribe for The flas.
a horse much as
Sebecribe for The Sue.
Prejudiees are merely other peo-
• ple's opinions
PI.* *hi I sib•fl 1't,
While no woman is entirely free
from periodic suffering, it does not
seem to be the plan of nature that
women should suffer so severely. Ir-
regularities aiud pain are positive
evidence that something is wrong
which should be set right or it will
lead to serious derangement of the
feminine organism.
Thousands of women, h a • e
found relief from all periodic suf-
fering by taking Lydia E. Pink-
hams Vegetable Compound, which
Is made from native roots mid herba,
as it is the most thorough female
regulator known to medical science.
MI55 ADELAI E NICHOLS It cures the condition which
eauses so much discomfort and robs
that period of its terrors. Women who are troubled with painful or ir-
egular functions should take immediate action to ward off the serious
consequences and be restored to health and strength by taking
Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound
Miss Adelaide Nichols of 32-4 West 22nd Street, New York City.
writes:—Dear Mot Pinkhane-"If women who suffer would only rely
upon Lydia E. l'inkham s Vegetable Compound their troubles would be
quickly alleviated. I feel greatly indebted for the relief and health
which has been brought to me by your inestimable remedy."
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cures Female Complaints
such as Falling and Displacements, and Organic Diseases. Headache,
General Debility, Indigestion, and invigorate h the whore feminine
system. For the derangements of the Kidneys of either sex Lydia
B. Plnkbam's Vegetable Compound is excellent.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pin k ham, at Lyna, Maas. Front the reemptonis given, the trouble
may be located and the quickest and surest way of recovery advised.
lion. James Bryce.
The appointment of the Right Hon-
orable James Bryce, the Chief Sec-
retary of Ireland, as British Ambas-
sador to the Culled States is one of
those signelly fitting and ideal things
which sometimes occur in the imper-
fect weed- at. politics. "The right
man in the right place- Is the univer-
sal expression of approval that is
rising on both side of the sea. What
ever diverse opinion may exist as to
Mr. ,Hryce's Whim: philosophy there
Is only one opinion as to his charac-
ter, which commands universal re-
spect. It would indeed be difficult
to select an example of a more lofty
and irreproachable character among
the great statesmen of England. It
is the man more than the author,
scholar, .or statesman, who is so
thoroughly admired; and in becom-
ing a member of the diplomatic Corps
at Washington he wil, confer, proba-
bly, more honor than he will receive.
Certainly no man ever came to Ameni
ca upon a diplomatic mission with so
many manifestations of regard and
cordial welcome.
Mr. Bryce belongs to that class of
philosophical and political thinkers
of which John Morley and GoldwIn
Smith are eminent types. Highly
versatile, of vast general . learning
and experience, he. has been free
from all tendencies of the over-
specialized man of intellect. His per
sonal as well as his public character
have sufficed to make elm one of the
heroes of his generation. As an In-
tellectual leader he ranks with the
foremost of European thinkers, and
as an Englishman he typifies the man
of pu-re and noble spirit. —The-Book
News Monthly for February.
IOUR SPECIALTY
Hours 8 a. m. to 8. p. m.
Sunday 9 a m. to 4 p. 111.
PHONE 330
We are the only dentists in
Paducah who take out your old
teeth and insert new ones the
same day. The old and well
trodden paths are good, but the
new paths are better. We have
taken the lead, so come with us.
Full set of teeth . 00
Gold Crowns, 22k.  *3 50
Fillings.  50c and up
Remember we use only the
best rnatefials and guarantee all
gold work 10 years.
The Hill Dental Co.
204 1-2 Broadway, Over Cherry's Grocery,
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL. ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
• 
STAR_LALINDRY1
Both Phones 200. 120 Borth Fourth St.
 Old Circus Man Tells of
PERIODS OF PAIN The Big Horn SurViVor
If there are methods In madness
there certainly are principles of op-
eration among fakirs. Hapbasardneeti
,cannot bring success in any under-
taking, whether hoseet or dishoneet.
Iliad in a study of the methods of fa-
;irks as revealed through the person-
al rerniniseences of the Mountaineer.
It Is apparent that the fakir with the
"longest" head on him, is the one
1
i•who reaps the greatest spoils. Detec-
tives know of the systems of signs
lead emblems used among tramps by
i
which they convey to one anotheten-
formation useful to them in their
life. So among fakirs, a well-devel-
oped system of approaching a town
with the intention of working a
startle on its citizens. always is found
&lid failure and consequent detection
come only when resift plans have not
been well-laid, or unavoidably were
Interrupted.
"There are three meeting places
between fa k irs," commented the
Mountaineer, "and you can always
depend on finding your partner at
one of them. They are the conrt
house, the leadeig hotel or the post
office. And if you don't find hint
there—"
"You'll find hiM at the jail", in-
terrupted Clent.•
"Yep," continued the Mountaineer,
"If he aint at one of those three
'places you go to the All and you'll
sure find him: cause if he couldn't
meet you at the regular places, after
the game has been worked, It's a
sure sign he's been caught by the
'sheriff. Fakirs don't do things blind-
ly. 3fe and Bill Lewis came near
gettin' caught in one of the western
towns down by the Mexican border.
After we'd worked the "stump wa-
ter" racket on that territory town,
,we strayed on down sonth. We didn't
:have so much trouble gettin' out of
that town 'muse it would take some
little time for the people to get on
'to the game, as they wouldn't proba-
bly need the medicine right then.
"We got dead broke again and
Bill was pretty nigh frustrated he
was so herd up. Just before we went
In to this town, we *truck up with a
half-breed fellow who had the aw-
fulest scar down the eide of his face,
I ever see. It began up on, top of his
head and went dean down under his
chin. Bill hadn't more than seen him
before an idea struck him and he
stopped the fellow. Course, I didn't
know what his game was but I'd
learnt to depend on Bill beIn' com-
mon sense. I just waited develop-
ments.
"Bill parleyed with the fellow a
few moments and struck up a bar-
gain with him to come with Us. We
went- on into town and Bill walked
up to the leading hotel like he own-
tow could walk a tight rope sffthe world. We'd Mind out the
got the clerk of the hotel to let
:m stretch a rope across to the oth-
- side of the street. Then Bill got
e on a box and began to spiel. The
evn was full of traders 'and cut-
throats and I didn't like the looks of
things a little Mt. At that time it was
about ten years after Custer's last
stand battle and western towns was
anything but paradises.
"Hill started off by painting a
harrowing picture of that battle, and
told how the redskins had massacred
everybody there. "But Gentlemen. 1
,have )tere with me,' he said 'before
youtiyee, the one and only mirvi-
I
vor of that great battle. This Man af-
ter fighting until all his comrades
had bit the dust jerked a redskin off
i his horse and escaped. You can see
, for yourselves that he bears the
'mark of thak horrible tight. Gentle-
'men, look aft this scar. It was the
parting stab of the Indian whose
horse he took, Mid he'll carry it to
the grave. But I did net get up here
to tell you about hie heroic part in
that battle. I'm het* on a mission of
mercy. I'M here solely to titansi to
your generous hearts as brave men
to help this poor man get home to
his sting mother. Listen, I have in
any band, a telegram. It's from his
poor old mother who lives In Califor-
nia and she's urging bim to cope
home to her before she dies.'" -
I "Then Bill read the most pathetic
telegram you ever heard. Ton, nee.
fakirs always carry blank telegrams
with them to fill out as they need.
Bill wrote the telegram like he want-
ed It before we wetlRt into town, and
he bad a dozen more In his pocket.
Telegrams are mighty handy some-
times.
"After Bill read the telegram, he
geld: 'Now, Gentlemen, while this
poor fellow give's you an exhibition
of his remarkable ability as a tight
rope welker, my friend here,' mean-
in' me, 'will pans his hat around for
a collection to send this peer man to
his dying mother. I beg you for his
saki, men, to he liberal.' "
"Thee while the fellow did some
pretty good taunts on the rope. I
passed the hat amnia the crowd enri
took 'in, Sant! fir5._,........._....._.....* _
-- 1---the mosey and give it
to the here • of MOW* lam stand.
1
Then he said, 'If you'll gather here
at the same time tomorrow, 111
asked: "Who's this that has only
one eye?"
The usher thinking it a question
In mythology, replied: "Why, Cy-
clopes, otataures."
The page delivered his errand
this astounding ways
"Senator Cyclopes• wants to see
you in the cloak-room."—March Lip-
pincott's
The Touch That Heals.
Is the toteh of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's the happiest combina-
tion of Arnica flowers and healing
balsams ever compounded
ter how old the sore or ulcer is, this
Salve will care it. For burns, scalds,
cuts,. wound* or piles, it's an abso-
lute mire Guaranteed by all drug-
gists. 25.r.
That kind-neve
show you some tight rope walking
that'll Make his stunts look like the
work of a novice. Come again to-
morrow, Gentlemen, and give you
an exhibition when we ain't so press-
ed by this noble man's sorrow.'
"We went on In the hotel and
when things had got quiet, we sneak-
ed out of that town in a jiffy. ,Bill
gave the half-breed $3/ for his trou-
ble and we started off toward the
Mississippi river. We knew that our
life wouldn't be worth a nickel when
those traders and cut-throats found
out our trick.
"Was the half-breed really a sur-
vivor of Custer's last stand?" the
Mountaineer was asked.
"Gent and the 'Mountaineer both
laughed and he answered, 'There
wasn't no survivors of that battle.' "
"Bill was a daisy", remarked
Cont.
"But I reckon thedinglest racket
Bill ever put up was down in Vicks-
burg after we'd got away from that
Mexican border town," continued the
Mountaineer. "I ain't got time to tell
it now, but we cleaned qp $300
so smooth there It'd make your
mouth water. Bill's game 'there has
been told in other places, I know, as
happening to other people, but I've
got the straight of it. Bill was the
originator of the "Dancing Turkey"
racket and its too long to tell now.
So long."
Health in the Canal Zone.
The high wages paid make It a
mighty temptation te our young ar-
tisans to join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It Is the knowing ones—
those who have used Electric Bitters,
who go there without ChM fear, we
knowing they are We from mated-
ons influence with Electric Bitters
on hand. Cures blood poison too,
biliousness, weakness and all stom-
ach, liver and kidney troubles. Guar-
anteed by all druggists 50c
Senator and Page.
Senator Tillman seas more with
his one eye than many men see with
two, but nevertheless those who see
the fiery Southerner cannot avoid
noticing his misfortune. The other
disy he clapped his nand.s for a page,
from the cloakroom door. A new
page, who had not yet mastered the
111111111M1111a.
Danderine
JEANETTE WALL10E,
343 W. 14th Street, NEW YORK CITY.
Grew
Miss Wallice's
Hair
AIR) WE CAN
PROVE IT.
EVERYBODY CAN HAVE NICE HAIR
NOW, and you don't have to wait around
weeks and months for results either. Ton
will see improvements from the very first
application.
Her Hair Takes on New Life and Grows
Feet Longer than it wall Before.
Errowl-eOrt OrskirEativ Co.
Gentlernell
Your Dauderine has made my hair grow
over three feet longer than it was when be.
gala it* use.
It is now over five feet long and keeps right
on growing, it seemsto fairly crasviout of my
scalp, it is so glossy and nice too.
Danderine will always have my hest wishes.
Sincerely,
JEANETTE, WALLICK.
This GREAT HAIR-GROWING REMEDY
can now be had at all Druggists in three
sizes, 25c., .50c. anclo$1.00 per bottle.
FREE To show 
bon on ickiy Dander' no
acts we will send large sample
free try return mail to anyone Who
sends this advertisement to the
Unoniton Itanderine Co., Chicago, with their
name and adittes1 and ten cent/ in silver or stamps
to 1:.y'postage.
cc
An occasional advance note from
the haberdasher or tailor indicates
the presence of the annual attempt to
add something of brightness and col-
or to the ordinary somber dress of
the male sex in this country. Now
and then some hardy Individual tries
to break away from thee chains of
conventionalite which bind mankind
fast. Bat his effett falls because he
is enable to get aefollowing.
The artist pictures Men of another
age clothed In brlgtit colored ger-
mettle which appeal to the lover of
the striking. Then some one laments
senatorialeiatnes, responded. the unwillingness of men of the pres-
"Tell ,Senater Clay," he said, "that ent day to 'put on such brilliant cos-
i want to see him in the cloak-room." turner and "suagelite hen :Mt% life
The page ran on the errand, on his would be brightened if there were
way stooping to ask the bead usher more distinction in (Imes. But it all
wbere,Senator Clay sat. Then he comes to naught. Men stick to the
conventional and buy garments of
utility regardless of picturesqueness.
The truth is that men are slaves to
fear when it come'* to the subject of
clothes. They do not like to appear
In odd In dress. They shun anything
that will mark them as different from
the ordinary. There may he • slight
concession In the way of bright-col-
ored neckties ,sar odd waistcoats, but
that is about the limit of daring.
There are few who can afford to risk
a reputation of being "loud" in
dress. A Harry Lehr may startle Eu-
ropean courts or a Mark Twain may
No mat. appear in a white evening suit, but
the every day ordinary folk shun
such conspicnIty.
An American traveler abroad is of-
ten pleased with the bright colors
whites theVilen by the natives at the
countries he visits. He may imagine
trusot 
a time when the nemner of immi-
ner tbre
must be expressed in terms
rectplent,.not ef the defter._
of 
grants from such countries may have
Influence in lending color to the dream
Riker's
Violet Cerate
50c
We have just secured the
exclusive agency for Hiker's
celebrated toilet preparations,
probably the most popular
on the market- today, -and *ball
always carry fresh storks of
all of theen.
Hiker's Toilet relate is lien
ly famed.. It comes in tine
packages and if you have
never tried it you have a
pieasure in store for 
yea.Drop in to see the extensive
line of toilet preparations we
carry, or phone Its your or-
der., Aa we make prompt de-
liveries' of all phone orders.
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4lit sad Broadway
Agent for original 'inerrant
Candles
 of American men. But he ErttleVY
notes how the immigrant lays aside
his distinctive garments when he
comes to America, being unwilling to
have himself marked for ridicule or
for comment as something different
from the men he meets In his daily,
life.
I It is apparent that womrn have
,
far greater latitude in the' matter of
dress. They watch the styles diesels,
and seek to have their garments coil
form' to correct principles as la.,1
'down by the dressmaker. But th(•.
are at liberty to adopt anyone of
large number Of hues, eo that
company of them, each dressed
faultless style, may show the-stares!
colors; of the rainbow, The happy a(
men has a number of dreams, ea,'
with its special features. But man is
not alone the slave of fashion. He Is
also handicapped by the fear of ridi-
cule or unfavorable comment. And,
so year by year, he sticks to 'ais
somber garments, and an neither be
coaxed nor driven be any external
force to wear anything nneonvention-
al or partfeulvly striking. It seems
un'ikely that there will be any
change from this condition of things
unless human nature undergoes a
radical reerolution—Chlea.go Tribune.
44
norm rouPl.AIN.
If your cheat pains »OS you areii, -
able In 'deep hoc/vitae of a cough, bey
bottle of Renard's Horehound syrup
and you won't have any ,•eligh, Get. a
awsa-rsa4...44,0*-004tWae wen - trot
last long A cur.,, for -all tniimenary
dItteases. -Mr*
writes: "I cen't say enough
lard's Horehound gyros" The rrie
has elven in. II all DrItt ii iteetssnn ,
f..r nie to say."
bviai chums%
Are You Looking
for a Servant?
We will furnish you with a servant that will stay at least
one year—work night and day without complaining—will do
your shopping, order your supplies, call the doctor, fireman
or,lice—attend all your wants—All for $1.50 a.
month. Call Contract Department Net 950 for particulars.
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.
A New Novel by Carolyn Wells,
Carolyn Wettls,• whose name steads
for the best humor of today, is re-
ported to have written a novel of
mystery, genuinoly thrilling and In-
scrutable, which is to. appear In Lip-
pIncott's Magazine before Many
months. Mess Wells read from her
own worka before the Browning So-
'ciety of Philadelphia at a recent .
imeeting and was enthusiastically
greeted by the members of "the larg-
est literary society in the world."
A man was talking today of some-
thing very unreliable. "it is as unre-
liable," he said, "as an expert's opin-
ion.'
,
•
There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in onr Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a v /
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.
,
Mechanics and
,
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway
.
,
— 
I The Expected Has Happened 
 A
Gas Stoves have risen in price 10 to
15 per cent. They are still, however,
within your means. You cannot af-
ford to be without one. BUY ONE
NOW and
COOK WITH GAS
6 he
Paducah Light Power Co., In, rt rttc
Free
Catarrh
Cure
Bad Itreatb, K'Hawklag, Ringing In the  
Ears, Hackles Comet sad Spitting
tialeiviy elute&
Botanic Blood Balm
THE BEST BEOOD PURIFIER
AND TONIC
rnE REMEDY WHICH CURES CA,* Instance warmth 4
TAIRRH BY PURIFYING THE ' eti teeirp• e le t"e ie wihestititie
M AWR AND KILLING
THE GERMS. ailug cold Ali* of i
i 
If you have Catarrh take B. B. B.; it IlerSteItlit allaclom,
will drive out every bit of Cetarrhal He war ill In ems,
Poison out .of the system.
Don't neglect Catarrh! Don't let it 'weed. With each
make you into a worn-out, run-down the old life the us
Catarrhal wreck
' be'Remember Catarrh Is more than a ueel ilialligalktwo• 
trifling ailment—more than a diegust...tiught
old ilrfekebbaidil b44eIna trouble. It's a dangerous one.
Unchecked. Catarrh too frequently
often opens 
hetll,etaewatey to 
Consumption.
andhea ring,ad fleet Now the dies
narrowed, the net it
Be warned in time. If you have Ca-I
purifyllig it and building up the broken 
WI -It *mothered trii
offered no sauctuar
hastaehold, lei
' tarrh, start to cure it NOW by takItig7
B. B. a it cures through the bleed by' ,ovrii
d6Wn tissues.
, Don't think it can't be cured because another personality
you've tried to cure it and failed, as here. It was prep
B. B. B. cures where other r............emedie•
fail. undeniable. The la
DEAFNESS set
d i utd, 
Lilaplace
d hat
position. his very p
Most forms of deafness or partial deaf-_rIglat of !AMU/CUL .
ness are caused by Catarrh, and In Bond street In the 1
curing Catarrh by B. B. B. thousands
have had their hearing restored.
Botalale Blood Saha IR E. .111.) la
pleasant sad safe to take. Thoroughly
tested for le rears, taimposee or Pare
Botaale' bagreilleats. Strengthens' weak.
stontaelts, cares DIrepepsta. Sampie
sent free by writing Mood Balm Coss-
posy, Atlanta, C.'s. Sold by Druggists
$ut. pjcrol:rgueembott..t gle o::::::nrimedby Aespresa.ivey 
Sold In Paducah, By., by R. W. Walker,
List.
0 Hoare Is among tlipeg,00d yarn
spinners who havet eltypvie,, in their
'lot with The American Magazine since
the new editor. took chary. In the
Februray number be rids,* the story
of a middle aged wild Westerner who
fell a victim to a Beauty Hint. In
order to win the affections Of a young
girl he renewed his youth by arti-
ficial meana. The story is called
"The Indian Summer of Dry Valley
Johnson."
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Fever and all liver complaint,. L. C.
L10.le •Huisifeseemihrelte: writes:
-Hertrine is the greatest Iiver medicine
rxe8;e },i,,,RomomaiftimirearL it
Bold by all druggists.
Wise is he who knows just what to
say—and When not to say le.
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wisfrortias
for Ladies and Gentlemen.. in gold.
silver or gunmetal, Cigarette Chace,
Match Boxes, Cigar Cutters. etc. All
sorts of dainty pieces of silver for my
"Lady's" dressing table.
WASSMIL
Weigh B 4 Taking Dr. r. Dorset's
QUEEN'S ROOT CORDIAL
for the Nerve, mood, Liver Stomach,
Skin, Lune's.
KILL TI COUCH
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WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR 
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HERINE CECIL THURSTON.
Author of 'The Circle." Etc.
•Ight, 1904. by Harper Le Brotn•ra
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he saw the glance. "Ever so much
quicker," she insinuated. And, smiling
again, she stepped forward from the
floor of the shop. After a eescond's
Indecision Chileore followed her. -
The waiting car had three seats, one
* treat for the chauffeur, two vis-a-
vie at the back, offering pleasant possi-
bilities of a tete-a-tete.
"The park-and drive slowly." Lillian
sodded 8S She stepped inside. motion-
ug (Skikeite to the seat oppostte.
They moved up Bond street smoothly
and rapidly. Mien was absorbed In
the passing traffic until the Marble
arch was reached; then, as they glided
through the big gates, she looked
across at her companion. Ile had
turned up the collar of his cost though
the wind Wits scarcely perceptible, and
buried himself in It to the ears.
"It Is extraordinary!" she exclaimed
suddenly as her eyes rested on his
face. It Was seldom that she felt
tiniest to exclamation. She was usual-
ly too indolent to show surprise. But
now the, feeling was ealled forth be-
fore she was aware.
Chileete looked "What's extraor-
ilivary?" he bald sensitively.
She leaped forward for an instant
and tc/Whed his hand.
"Bear:" she said teasingly. "Did I
rub your fur the wrong-way?" Then,
seeing his expression, she tactfully
changed her tone. "I'll explain. it
n-as the same thiag that struck me the
night of Blanche's peens—whim you
looked at me over Leonard Kline's
head. You remember?" Sim glanced
away from hint across the park to
where the grass was already showing
greener.
Ceiicote felt Lit at ease.) Again he
Put his hand to LiLs coat colter.
"Oh, fes." he said hastily; "yes." lin
wished now that he had questioned
"tier more closely on the procetslings of
that party, lt seemed to him on look-
ing back that Loder had mentioned
nothing on the day of their last ex-
change but the political complications
that absorbed his mind.
conkIn't explain then," Lillian
went on, "I couldn't explain before a
crowd at people that it wasn't your
dark head showing over Leonard's red
one that surprised me, but the most
wonderful, the most extraordinary
likeness"— She paused.
The car was moviug slower. There
was a delight In the easy motion
through the fresh, early air. Bet Chit-
tofu's tAlietkilitleSe had been aronsed.
He no longer felt 000thed.
"What likeness?" he asked sharply.
Site turned to him easily. "Oh, a
likeness I have noticed before," she
said. "A likeness that always seemed
strange, but that suddenly became lu-
credityle at tilasiebe's party."
He moved quickly. "Likehesses are
an ithetion," he said, "a mene Imagi-
nation of the brain'," Uta mlinner was
short; hie annoyasee seernItsely oilt of
all proportion to the cause. Lillian
looked at hen afresh in slightly inter-
ested sarpriats
ntet not so very long ago, yourself"—
she began.
4.Notiseneer be broke M. "Tee al-
ways denied likenesses. !Web things
deal really exist. Likeness seeing is
relrely an individual matter--a tweet.-
cogtion," He spoke fast. Ile was
uneasy tinder the cool scrutiny of her
green eyes. And *Oki' sharp attempt
at,self eontrol and reeitsuranee be al-
tered his voice "after all, we're beteg
v13-y stupid!" ha eacisitned. "We're
wgerylug over somethiag that doesn't
past."
Lilltitn was still lastly interested. To
her own belief she had seen (Mitree
hilit on the night of bar sister's reeep-
eon. Then she had been too preoecti-
pied to Dottie either Ms manner or 10
heidth, thotioli hed.$01—
Rand in her mind that he bad seemed
Unneually reliant, unusually well on
tied night. A•ternetabrainds of thelm-
petrisioa came te bet now as she
smiled his face, uppa which Imperrop-
tiy and yet relentlessly Liii vice was
setting Its intirle in MP dull sometime-
nests of eye, the unhealthy sallowneee
of skis.
(to be Castlissell)
This world is enriched by the good
more than by the el ever.
To Introdoce
Royal Nerve Tate
The English Remedy
for Nervous Prostra-
tion, host Vitality
and all wasting dis-
eases, the Rogers Co.
will give a limited
number of $1 pack-
ages if this ad and
25e is brought to
-Mc? HERS 0 N'S_
Drug Store.
SHIP SUBSIDY IS
IN STORMY 'WATER
Strong Attacks Made on Some
of Its Provisions
Pacific Items lerobahly Will Be
Eliminated and Others test
Down Coneiderabis,
MORE STEP/11P4 ARE OGMING
Washington, 13. C., March 1.—Tee
ship subsidy bill will enter upon
stormy seas. It will be battered upon
the rocky shoals that protect • the
promised land ofr public funds.
To reach the long etenghtebaven
Pilot Grosvenor expects today It will
be necessary to throw overboard the
interests of Harriman. Hill and
Spreckels, saving only those eubse
dies which relate to Central arid
South America, as follows:
New York to Buenos Aeres.$800,000
New York to Rea de Janeiro e00,001)
San Francisco to Valparat-
so  600,000
:4ew Orleaos to 150.000
It Is possible there may ee a rectum
tIon In grants to Central and South
American lines, but this Is notat all
certain in view of the ignorance pre-
Nailing in the house as to the copc11-
dons under which the steeenshIps
operate. Representative Wilson of
Chicago who made a speech in which
he exposed the corrupt and defective
features of the subsidy bill, will of-
fer several amendments, one of
which will deal with the amount of
subsidy that should be paid. He will
show by the production of figures
based upon the operating expenses
of vessels now engaged in West In-
dian and Centre' American trade,
that the proposed subsidy is out of-
all proportion to the benefit that will
accrue therefrom to the United
States, and will be nothing more ner
less than a gift of $3,600,000 to each
line obtaining contracts ia case the
bill should be enacted into law.
Simple Gift to Lines.
Tiking the steamer Morro Castle
of the New York and Cuba Maie
Steamship company as an illustra-
tion, Mr. Wilson will show that if it
were put into South American trade
its total expenses, excluding wear
and tear, insurance, and other minor
charges would amount to $17,666.66
per trip. The subsidy greeted by the
Littauer bill is $33,13.1.31 per trip,
so that the profit on one voyage
would be $15,672.23. All the charg-
es for freight and all gareenger fares
would be so muoh additeonal profit
for the company.
As the bill requires each line to
make 24 trips a year, .Mr. Wilson
figures the annual profits at $376,-
115.52, or $3,761,455.20 for the ten
years during which the' contract
would run.
The members of congress) to whom
Mr. Wilson has communicated his In-
formation, even those who are count-
ed upon by General Grosvenor to
vote for the bill, admit such a sub-
ably Is exorbitant. Mr. Wilson and
other members will snake an effort
to have the house reduce the subsidy
to a more reasonable basis. It Is not
at all certain, however, they will suc-
ceed.
*tele General Grosvenor as a lad
retort will relinquish his advocace of
subsidies f Harriman. Hill and
Spreckels, he will fight with bared
teeth for the amounts provided for
South American lines by the Llttauer
bill.
Speaker Cannon Go the Alert,
Fortunately Speaker Canton is
alive to the Importance of observing
the pledge Grosvenor made upon the
door of the Wise 1St, the measure
passed by the house Wined be sub-
stantially that presented to the pres-
ident for approeal. It can be sale tne
speaker will resist any material
change and will nee his Influence to
cause the bill to fail, should it be
padded he conferees. Cannon
should be derelict In this respect.
then several senators, will. take a
stand against the looting of the
treasury.
LISTEN
Arid remember the next time yen suffer
from pain--eaused by damp weather--
when your head nearly bursts from
neuralgia—try Ballard's Snow Lini-
ment. It win cure you. A prominent
business man of ITProDstead. TPXAP,
Writ0II: "I have used your liniment.
Previous to using it I was a great Suf-
ferer from Rheumatism Arid Neuralgia.
I an pleased to way that now I am five
from these complaints. I am sure I
owe this So your liniment."
Sold by al! druggists..
Rooseveltian
stnall citizen at Stmlnalleld, Mas-
sachusetts, made out a Het of things
be hoped to receive for his approach-
Lug birthday, and this is what his
fonnd mamma found recorded as the
first item of all:
"Anew testiment, reversed virgin "
—March Lippincott's.
Ashes sprinkled on the sidewalk
."11 salrfn ot the vear look better
to the average man than a marble
fountain in the front yard.
THE NEED OF A GOOD
BAKING POI4DER
One equally suc-
cessful in plain and fancy
baking—such is HI-LO.
What stronger testimony
than it's universal usage in
the printipal hotels and
bakeries. Accustom your-
self to the "double
strength" of HI-LO.
A beeping teaspoonful perfectly
leavens a quart of fk,ur.
Protected in moist-proof
tins, and sold at an honest
price—a dime a pound.
At your grocer's.
CIINTINENTAL BAKING POWDER COMPANY
insintLE, - - TENNESSEE
'oPl tlitMING WITH All IMRE FOOD
I Ses sTATF IND NATIONAL
How to Make a Flying Machine.
"Now that the Wright brotners
have made a successful flying ma-
Chine," says the Technical World
Magattne for March, "it is natural
that this new departure should at-
tract the attention of a great many
unscientific people who are inter-
ested enough to try a few experiments
of their own. Not all, however, care
to hurry ate insurance along by test-
ing man-cerryine machines. Here is
another line of endeaver for such.
"Everybody -has seen a bird soar
and a few observers have spent a
good deal of time and energy wonder-
ing hoy it is done. If they never
teed to imitate they are probably
still wondering for mere watchtng the
birds will never teach us to fly. A
machine that will imitate the birds
and give to a beginner his first :me-
son in flying is Cast)- made out of
inexpensive materials."
A BABY
Should be sunshine in the home, and
will be if you give It White's Cream
Verniittage, the greatest worm medi-
cine ever offered to suffering humanity.
Tills remedy is becoming the perma-
nent fixture of well-regulated house-
holds. A mother with children can't
get along without a bottle of White's
Cream Vermffuge in the house. It to
the purest tad best medicine that
money can buy.
lipid by all druggists.
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THE 40114telf INVENTOR.
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Doubtless the production of fire
by sparks from the nett was fol
lowed by the discovery that frictiou
would produce a flame. says Charles
H. Cochrane, In the February "Cir-
cle" magazine. In regions where suit-
able stone was not easily found, the
inventive aborigine devised the whir-
ling-stick or fire-drill. This was a
mist( of hard wood with Its lower
end set in a hole In a block of very
soft, dry wood. The stick was held
upright between the hands, and
whirled by rubbing the palms first
one was- and then the other. A mod-
erate downward pressure was exert-
ed and as the hands worked down
on the stick they were occasionally
shifted to a higher hold.
An Improvement upon the hand
whirled drill was the application of
a bow for rotating it, The first man
to make a bow-drill is entlEed to
fame as the first inventor of a Ma-
chine, for he combined several work-
ing Meets In one apparatus for ac-
complishing a desired end. This
father of inventors must have con-
ceived the idea that if he should
make a turn of his bow-string around
a stick and fix the two ends of the
stick in holes, that he could rotate
the stick much more easily and rap-
idly than was possible with the
hands, producing great friction and
heat much quicker and with much
less exertion. We can imagine we see
him, a great, brawny, hairy man,
with a bit of a goat-skin for clothes,
sitting cross-legged at the mouth of
his cave, and riggine up the first op-
erative machine that was to produce
fire.
He must have procured a large
piece of soft and dry dead-wood and
hollowed a spot for the lower end of
the stick; then putting this under a
slantin'g rock, he must have wedged
anotherVock of soft wood above the
stick. Having fixed them solidly in
place by piling stones round them,
be would then take a turn of his bow
string around the stick and draw it
back and forth rapidly, securing a
blaze in a short time.
With what triumph he must have
viewed his work when the first Jet of
flame burst from the smoking, char-
red mass that he had coaxed into
'fiery existence. It is easy to picture
hint calling his family or followers
about him to see his first machine,
perhaps half consumed in the fire it
had made, and explaining its opera-
tion with enthusiasm.
There is too muen attention
to the "Influence" of women
men, and too little said about
fear men have fit women,
 sumo
paid
over
the
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
. House wiring, electric plants Installed.
Complete machine shop.
122434 N. Pourth St. Phoneme 787
Oak Dale Hotel
Etroceicport, III.
lakes $1 a Dap. bantling 0
Mrs. I. & Mum Proprietress
DRAUGHON't2
4a4iae4krailege4
pima 312-311 IMMO, eid Ulitilli
gy Colleges is
"SitgritAID. /31/"Sallse."QtiraNcri ;5raced or money
NAIL, Cs °gine will coaviacs yoa ki•
titasurbos.s leg MIST. Call as semi tot
catalogue.
HENRY MAVEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY,
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and moderno
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American- German National Bank
227 Broadway
NEW STATE ROTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
Rates Sinn°. Two large sample
rooms. Rath rooms, Electric Lights.
The only centrally located Hotel in
the city.
COMNIKIICLAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
sewsma. 
W. F. Paxton.,
President.
R. Rudy,
Cash tar.
P. Ployear
Asoiatant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Isoorporated
Capital  $100,000
Surplus    50,000
Stockholders liability .  100,000
Total 'security to depositors $230,000
Accounts of Individual* and firms *Melted. We appreciate
Groan as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment. NM
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY /110 HTS FROM T TO 8 OCLOCE.
Third and Broadway
-a
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEMIEI cLnE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
IL W. WRIGHT. Master
EUGENE ROBINSON. Clerk
This company Is hot responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerl e the boat.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville. Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Ttioadlio--•
Evansville. Louisville and CITA-
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis anti Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pa= Paducah going down every
Saturday.
G. F. PHILLIPS. wet
°Mee Richmond Irouse.
Telephone 66-R,
""'""*"9.11111111e 
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new embecribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone yew-
pany today: .
1732--Unrath, Gustave, Res. 8101
South Fifth,
Vents- Willingham, Dr E, B., Res,
R. F. D. No, I,
623--Lee, C. C., Res. Iitnkleefile
Road.
- 2307—Robertson, John U., Coch-
ran flats.
113-r---Jones, J M., Residence 622
B rsoad vett e.
We have 111 the err,' over 3,000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the„sounty we have
63 times as many difscribers as the
Independent company. Yet It will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent cons
pan,' is Supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Call 1104 tor hirtner informatics?.
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated)
Erliagirille and Paducah Packets.
(Deity Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Pewter and John S.
Hopkins. leave Paducah. for Evans-
ville and way landings at 1i a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Perim-eh to Evansville aril
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
beat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paddeah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now lb effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass, gent, or
°Iron Fowler, City Paso. Agent. at
Fow lerGru in baugh & ()s. nilein,
Roth phone' No. SS.
fered up as a sacrifice to disease in
the United States In 19,0,5, based on
returns from on:y two-fifth of the
poptelation.
Startling as this death rate may
seem, it is less than that for the pre-
ceding yew, but; is in excese of the
number of deaths registered for any
one year. This death rate is lower
than that of Ireland, Germany and
Italy for the same period, but higher
than that of England and Wales, Scot-
land and the Netherlands.
The deaths from nephritis and
El/right's disease, apoplexy, cancer, dia
hetes and appendicitis are increasing,
whee those from old age. bronchitis,
convelelons, peritonitis and scarlet
fever are decreasing.
The greatest death rate recorded
for any one disease in 1905 was that
from pulmonary tuberculosis amount-
ing to 56,774), while pneumonia fee-
lows closely -vrith a death rate of 39.-
068, exclusive of broncho-pneumonia,
The much dreaded cancer shows a
steadily growing death rate, the fig-
ures being 24.3'O.
Report is Restricted in Area.
The statistics in this report are re-
stricted to states in which the laws
requiring the registration of deaths
have been accepted as giving prac-
tically complete mortality returns,
and to cities in non-registration states
in which satisfactory returns are re-
qukred by the local authorities.
This regiatration area in 1905 con-
sisted of ten registration states, the
District of Columbia and 123 registra-
tion cities in non-registration states.
Tbe ten registration states were Con-
necticut, Indian*, Maine, Massachu-
setts, 'Michigan, New Hampehire, New
Jersey, New York, Rhode Island and
PASS 811111111e. THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. PR/D.IT, MARCH 1.
WHY HE IS SORRY.
Myrtle: "lie is sorry that he quarreled with his wife."
Philomena: -She has gone home to her mother, I suppose."
Myrtle: "No; she's had her mother come home to her."
Tuberculosis Leads Other Diseaases
in Mortality Report of Government
. -
Washington, Meech 1.—The tnor- Vermont. The popelation of the en-
tality census report, which has just tire area in 190.0 was 30,765,618. rep-
been presented to ..congress, showaleeseating- +0-.4 per--eent—of—the 'tote
that more than 54),(1,00-0, lives were of- 'population of the United States. Of
this number 19,960,742 persons, or
26.3 per cent of the total population,
were in registration states, and 10,-
804,876 persons, or 14.2 per cent,
were in registration cities In non-reg-
istration states.
The total number of deaths report-
ed from the various kinds of diseases
In 19'05 aggregated 561,532 and
those for the preceding year 561.364.
On a percentage basis the death rate
was in 191e5 16.2 in each thousand
of population.
Tuberculosis Nfost Deadly.
The causes, with their rates to
which twenty or more deaths per 14ee,
000 of population were attributed in
1905, ranked, according to number of
deaths per P00,990, are as follows:
Tuberculosis of lungs, 1,68.2; ,pneu-
monia, 150.1; heart disease, 132.5;
diarrhoea and enteritis, 116.7; neph-
ritis and Etriight's disease, 14.3; apo-
piexy, 72.2; cancer, 72.1; accidental
traumatiarns, 41.1; eld age, 36.4;
meningitis. 34.5; broaching, .13.6;
premature birth, 342.9; congentlal de-
bility, 31.5; typhoid fever, 28.1, and
diphtheria and croup, 23.8.
The report discusses the prejudice
of physicians in reporting tuberculos-
is of the lunge, and states that they
often report some other disease in its
stead. It is stated that there are
deaths undoubtedly attributable to
this diseae, but not returned as
such.
Cancer ranks seventh among the
various causes of death. Deaths from
this deesase occur principally In ad-
vancing age, between the years of
6.0 and 64.
The road to pleasure Is much
shorter goipg than coming back.
Great Pacific
SPECIALS
At 206 Broadway
Saturday, March 2
We are in our tow quartcrs ready to give the very best of
attention to all our patrons.
past patronage, we extend a
quarters, 206 Broadway.
Thanking you one and all for your
hearty welcome to you at our new
H. LESSER, Manager.
9 Ms best Granulated Sugar 50c
White Star Flour Sk  (',Sc
Omega Flour Sk .....  75c
Best Head Rice lb Sc
Navy Beans, 7 Ms for 25c
Red Kidney Beans 3 lbs for 20c
Butter Beans, 3 Ms for 20c
Mixed Nuts per lb 15c
"Ayer Raisins, per lb  10c
Ground Peppes retire) lb  25c
Thistle Brand Pumpkin, 31b
can only  10c
Heins Queen Olives, per
pint, only 2.5c
9 Ms Light Brown Sugar for.50c
2 Ms Cut Loaf Sugar 16c
1 Old ?hone 1179 206 Broadway New Phon• 1176
2 It, Powdered Sugar 15c
Heinz Ketchup 2 bottles., 25e
Heinz 15c (7an Apple Butter.13e
Heinz 20c Can Apple Butter.17e
3 3-lb Cans Tomatoes 28c
3 10c Cans Corn 20e
3 12 1-2c Cans Corn 25e
3 10c Cane Peas 20c
3 i6c Cans Peas 38c
3 20c Cans Peas 47e
3 3-1b Cans Hominy 20c
Flaked 'Hominy, 3 lbs 10c
Chopp d Hominy, 3 lbs  10c
10c Box Bluing only ile
Fancy Evaporated Peaches
'per lb only  1 ec
GREAT PACIFIC TEA e COFFEE CO.
How Josephine Daskam Bacon Got
Her Piano Tuned,
Josephine Daskam Bacon, the short
story writer. is publishing articles on
the servant problem in the American
Magazine. In March number she
pitches into American women for
their a:Ieged incapability to save
time and money by co-oper-
ation. As evidence, she submits
this story:
"I spent one summer in an expen-
sive (in the sense of paying average
prices for less than averages results)
and inaccessible spot frequented by
a number of women who Were, in
their own opinion, at leasr; far above
the average in culture and keenness.
In justice to them it must be added
that they really were above the aver-
age, though perhaps not so far as
they told each other. They had al-
most all some public Interest beyone
the simple domestic. They were
broad-minded, they were particularly
impressed with the community-
aspect of their settlement, and jeal-i
ously interested in its welfare.
"Knowing that many of them were
musical and had carried pianos, at
some expense, to their summer cot-
tags, I inquired hopefully, when
my rented piano required tuning,'
where otte looked for a tuner, and
was vexed to find that the nearest
man was two hours away, and not
very good or very cheap. Learning
that two and possibly three owners
of valuable pianos had been heard to
mention the necessity of getting
them tuned in the near future. I
thought my way was plain before me
We and Our Serb ants,
Josephine Daskam Bacon, the famous
short story writer, begins a series of
articles on "The Servant Problem" in
the February number of the American
Magazine. She says that the prob-
lem must be worked out by the upper
middle financial class (of which class
Miss Bacon frankly admits she is).
This class is composed of those "who
keep only a few servants."
After presenting a spirited descrip-
tion of the housekeeper's present
predicament the author takes up some
"grand and, flighty theories and
proves their weakness. ;Incidentally
she shows how much men think they
know about the matter and how lit-
tle they really do know. Mrs. Ba-
con's satire is always delightful.
Then the author makes some remark-
able revelations about women's ideas
of loyalty and other things. She al-
so produces and criticises some inter-
esting letters of recommendation
written by women.
Proceeding to practical sugges-
tions. Mrs. Bacfin maxes several
points that are really of great im-
portance. Her dIscuseton of the ne-
cessity, for standardizing domestic
service is certainly very able and in-
teresting:
"Until every .woman stops having
different ways until, In other words,
we have effected the Standardization
of Domestic Service in the upper
middle classes, we shall have no hold
on the situation as a smote.
"I mean by this, for instance, that
every woman whose means warrant
her in employing a waitress, as dis-
tinct from a cook, should have her
table served in one way—the proper
way. The duties of the chambermaid
are as obvious as those of a sales-
clerk, a rubber in a Turkish bath or
a stenographer. A woman has no
more reason for making her bed In an
individual, and unusual way than for
brushing her teeth in an individnal
and unusual wax—either process
should properly class her immediate-
as an invalid or a crank—and both
these persons should pay extra for
special services. The higher t
class of service the more does
rule apply. The best hotels the
best 'clubs. the , most elabo ely__ap-
pointed private establishments all
resemble each other the most close-
ly, and deviation floor an accepted
standard marks the lower grade at
once. Of what.. possible advantage
is it to any domestic employee to fit
, herself for/-lien business if, in every
,place shemay enter, she is confused
and bullied Ina" a different set of
methods by the aggressive and med-
dling American housekeeper??
"Does some woman say "but we
cannot all afford first-class service?"
I "Very well, then, let her not payfor it without getting it, as she isi
probably doing now. Every man
knows that an $8 a week stenog-
rapher cannot be expected to equal
one who commands $20—but 'he also
has a general idea of what be may
'expect for $8 which is not true of
.the housekeeper. There is a per-
fectly justifiable marRet for un-
trained, clumsy but willing service—
but it Is third-class service and
'should be employed and paid for as
and posted in the little gathering suell•
Place of the community, and in the
tiny post-office, a notice asking any
ape who required a turner to sign
below, with a view to importing one
from New York, I did not mention
any special tuner--I would have been
gad to pay my share of any first-
clams tuner's time, and with a day's
work he would have been expensive.
But no one signed the paper. Later
found that we each imported one
—I am happy to say I have been
able to forget what I paid. I 'In-
quired of one of the genial gossips of
the community if she had heard any
One speak of the notice.
" 'Oh, yes.' she answered me,
'Mrs. X— and Mrs. Z—wanted theirs
tuned, you know. They each got a
man from town. They said that rie
operative scheme was just like you- -
so original and literary!"
Mark Twain Obeyed the Scriptures.
In the Iowa town where Mark
Twain used to reside, the following
story of him is occasionally handed
about:-
, One morning when he was busily'
at work an acquaintance dropped In
upon him, with the requeet that he
take a walk, the acquaintance bay
ing an errand on a pleasant country
road.
"How far Is It?" temporized Mark
Twain.
"Oh, about a mile," replied the
friend
Instantly Otis humorist gathered
hie papers together, laid them aside,
and prepared to leave his desk.
"Of course I will go," le announc-
ed: "the Bible stays I must."
"Why, what In the world has the
Bible got to do with -it?" asked the
puzzled ftlepd.
"ft distinctly commands," answer-
ed Mr. Clenigns, "If a man ask thee
to go with him a mile, go with him,
Twain'!"—March Lippincott's.
Ilabeeelbdi Ow The Ow
"[met and Found.
Lost, between 9:30 p. m. yester-
day and noon today, a bilious attack,
with mensea and sick headache.
This loss was occasioned by finding
at a drug store a box of Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the guaranteed cure
for biliousness, malaria and jaundice
All druggists. 25c.
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DIAGONALS
In fact all of the new
weaves, shadings a n d
shapes are now on dis-
play.
See oar vestibule
case
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Very Mt) peopit appellate the
great value of the small want
ads in the newspapers
Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done
Very few of the people, when reading the want ads. which
probably 85 per cent of the readers do, ever realize Just what
splendid opportunities a three or four line notice will do.
A few days *go a reader( The Bun, who had just instal-
led himself in a flat, purchased new furniture for the entire
establishment, had to leave the city, due to a change in his
business. "What shall I do with this outfit," he thought.
Then 'he remembered the Sun want ads, put four lines in for a
few days and sold all the furniture, at splendid prices, in a few
days.
This Is but one of the many Incidents of a similar nature.
You may not have an outfit of furnileere to sell, but, you
may have something around the house some one may want—
an old carpet, or range, some musical instrument, or bit Of
-furniture. A want ad, is a fascinating thing, for nearly every
one reads them.
Try a want ad. for yourself, and test its merits. The cost
is one cent a word for one Insertion or three cents a word for.
week, cash with order.
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LOG SA*161 A BUIUND MAN
Strange Fate of Great Northern Flag
man in Frozen Drifts.
Cashmere, Wash.—A strange tale
comes from Chiwaukum of the most
miraculous escape from death of a
flagman on the Great Northern
railroad near that place. He was
buried by a snowslide and lay for
five hours crushed down by the snow.
No one knew of the disaster that
had overtaken him. A rotary was
sent out to clear away the slide and
penetrated it some distance when it
was stopped by a log across the
track.
Workingmen who were set to dig-
ging the log out discovered what
they supposed was the dead body of
a man buried in the /mow beside the
log on the opposite side from the
rotary. It proved to be the flagman,
who was in a semi-unconscious con-
dition from the cold and the weight
of the snow. He soon revived and
except for a few scratches and
bruises, seemed little the worse for
his awful experience. He sa.d that
he could hear the rotary coming end
thought it was all up with him, but
owing to his benumbed condition
the apparent nearness of death caus-
ed him but ittle agitation. The log
which saved his life proved to be the
only one in the slide.
On account of the unusually deep
snow a good many horses belonging
to Indians are starving to death on
the range. George Saluscan has
!me 25, Dan Nason, "Dr. Jim," and
others haveajost a like number. The
snow is so deep now that they could
not get those still alive down out of
the hills if they tried to do so.
King and Capatallst.
A new figure looms large on the
horizon of Europe! A figure strange
fantaetic and ominous—the king
who is capitalist, Is rio d' affaires;
the man who unites in himself the
political and social prestige of a
reigning monarch with the vast ma-
terial power of a multimillionaire.
Assume.by way of illustration,
that John D. Rockefeller had, by an
act of Providence or a freak of for-
tune, In his young manhood been
made perpetual President of the
United States, and that he had retain
eel as perpetual President :II that
thrift and cautious daring which en-
abled him to create the Standard 011
Company.
Suppose that he had then chosed
to use his position as perpetual Pres-
ident to further his private Interest
as a money-getter. Consider the ad-
vantages of his position, et bottle and
abroad, from the point of view of
high finance; he would be able to
control legislateian at home, In the in-
terest of his command all the machin-
ery" of the foreign diplomatic service
to aid him In his intrigues abroad.
No doubt he would find' himself
hampered In his operations by con-
stitutional formulas, the nagging
criticism of legislators, and the in-
quialtion of the press. But the art
of controlling public- opinion has, in
recent years, reached a high skate
ot perfection. Througn the elabor-
ate machinery of the modern press
bureau a man of Ms pr4001'•
wealth eetikl reach and -influence the
entire world.
Suppose, now, that with all this
vast power at his command, be had
got the colonies of the United States,
Porto Rico, the Philippines, and the
rest, including Santo Domingo and
Cuba, absolutely under his control,
so that he could treat them as his
personal posaession and the inizabi-
tants as something between tenants
and serfs.
With the tremendous power he
had acquired abroad he would then
inerease his power at home Aiming
to make It as absolute there as it was
in the colonies.
Conceive all this, not as the mere
furniture of some fairy-lend, but se
an actual situation, and you will have
a working knowledge of the condi-
tions that exist In the thrifty little
country of Belgium, of which Leo-
pold II is king, business manager,
and general superintendent—Robert
E. Park in "A King In Business," In
the Nevembee Everybody's.
Mrs, Henry Alik (to her caller)."—
I met my husbahd while out skating.
He quite captivated me by the grate-
ful way he cut the figure "8." Mr.
Henry Peck (sotto voice)—Yes, and
ever since that time I have been cut-
ting the figure "0."—Boston Trans-
cript.
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
Naar city, fertile, high, dry land. In best neighborhood;
Have just platted Into las of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
grreveled in front of this land. Has 767 feet front on
Hinklevill• Gravel Road, and plat give. 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. 'Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hink'Wile road has
nice grove of forest trees on It and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Binhleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments running fiNft years. All other lots $et acre on same
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is different.e in
desirability of lots and first customers get choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For borne or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
6-room nouse which la priced at 1800 additional to cost of
land at $66 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r
